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This research tests empirically the theoretical assumption that scaling issues make 
small-scale flume debris flows unrepresentative of natural debris flows. Here, results from 
a small-scale debris-flow flume (8 m long, 0.2 m wide) were compared with similar 
experiments carried out using a large-scale USGS flume (95 m long, 2 m wide) and field 
observations. In total, 40 experiments were carried out at different slope angles (29q, 30q, 
and 31q) and different viscosities (from 0.001 Pa.s to 0.005 Pa.s) to provide a quantitative 
analysis of scaling relationships of debris flows of different sizes.  
Dimensionless parameters, used for assessing debris-flow scaling, were typically 
within the range of natural debris flows: The Bagnold number was 73 – 1.9x104, the 
Savage number was 2x10-1 – 2.4x102, and the Friction number was 8x101 – 4.7x103. The 
Savage number was larger than expected based on USGS data, but this is attributed to 
the larger value for grain-size/flow-depth. Inherent variability of debris-flow behaviour was 
highlighted in the basic characteristics such as mean deposit length (150.30±44.96 cm), 
mean width (50.10r4.86 cm), and mean velocity (3.88r1.35 m s-1). Therefore, initial 
conditions are insufficient to make accurate predictions of debris-flow behaviour. There 
was considerable variation in flow behaviour with small changes in slope angle and 
viscosity. With each 1 degree change in slope, flow velocity increased by an average of 
1.06 m s-1 and runout distance increased by an average of 16.35 cm. Small changes in 
viscosity (±0.002 Pa.s) altered the debris-flow rheology to such an extent that no lateral 
levees formed.  Such effects can only be investigated in small-scale flumes which are free 
from the constraints of large flume models where initial conditions are difficult to vary.  
Compared to natural and USGS flume debris flows, the reduced-scale debris-flow 





























































































































































































2.2# Mixture% compositions% used% in% debris% flow% flume%
experiments% in% the% large% USGS% debrisKflow% experiments,%
and%the%experiments%completed%in%this%research"
%%%%%%%%33%























































downslope" under" the" influence" of" gravity" (Anderson" et" al.," 1969?" Hungr," 1995?"




2011)." Large" debris" flows" have" velocities" which" exceed" 10"m" sO1" and" sediment"
volumes" of" up" to" 1" km3" (Haas," 2016)." They" therefore" control" rates" of" hillslope"
erosion" and" longerOterm" landscape" evolution" (McCoy" et" al.," 2013)," and" pose" a"
major" hazard" to" communities" in" mountainous" areas" where" steep" slopes" are"
common" (Shih" et" al.," 1997)." Although" critical" thresholds" for" debris" flow" initiation"
vary" spatially" (Burbank," 2002)," most" debris" flows" occur" on" slopes" over" 30˚"
(Iverson" et" al.," 2011)" which" is" important" in" developing" countries" as" often" the"
poorest"communities"settle"on"steep"hillslopes"where"land"is"available"(UN"Habitat,"
2009)."As"such,"geomorphic"events"such"as"debris"flows"present"the"greatest"risk"
in" developing" countries" (Petley" et" al.," 2007),"with" single" events" causing"multiple"
fatalities"and"damage"to"infrastructure."From"1950"to"2011,"the"median"number"of"
fatalities" per" deadly" debris" flow" was" 23" in" developing" countries," and" 6" in"
developed"countries"(Dowling"and"Santi,"2014).""
The" largest" debris" flows" often" pose" the" greatest" hazard," because" the"
volume" of" the" flow" partly" determines" debrisOflow" impact" forces" (Ghilardi" et" al.,"
2001)."For"example,"a"highOintensity"rainstorm"in"Japan"triggered"107"debris"flows"
and" 59" shallow" landslides" in" August," 2014," resulting" in" 74" deaths," as" well" as"
damage" to" 429" homes" (Figure" 1.2.1)" (Wang" et" al.," 2015)." This" highlights" the"
importance"of" improving"understanding"of"debrisOflow"dynamics" in"order" to"better"
2"
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Figure( 1.1." Photograph" of" the"MidoriOgaOoka" debris" flow," one" of" 107" debris" flows"




inform" hazard" management," as" impact" forces" are" often" used" to" inform" hazard"












Debris" flows" are" unsteady," nonOuniform" geomorphic" processes," making"
their" initiation" and" flow" behaviour" difficult" to" predict" (Iverson," 1997)," which" has"
implications" for" risk"management" in"mountainous" settlements" (Roberds" and"Ho,"




debrisOflow" observation," with" video" documentation" of" experimental" flows" (Logan"
and"Iverson,"2007)"and"continuous"monitoring"of"a"select"few"natural"debris"flows"
(Berti"et"al.,"2000?"Marchi"et"al.,"2002?"McArdell"et"al.,"2007?"Badoux"et"al.,"2009),"
it" is"difficult" to" infer"debrisOflow"mechanics"and"processes"from"such"limited"data."
As" an" alternative," debrisOflow" deposits" have" also" been" used" to" infer" debrisOflow"
processes"and"dynamics."However,"again,"this"is"problematic"(Major"and"Iverson,"
1999?"Breien"et"al.,"2007)"as"grain"composition"can"undergo"considerable"change"
in" the" transition" from" fluid" to" deposit" (Li" et" al.," 2015)." Laboratory" models" are"
therefore"another"approach"used"to"inform"the"prediction"of"debris"flows,"and"are"
used" to" carry" out" research" at" a" reduced" scale," as" geomorphic" processes" often"
occur"on"scales" too" large" to"measure"directly" (Bennett" et" al.," 2015)."The"use"of"




The" use" of" experiments" in" geomorphology" is" widespread" and" although"
criticised"due"to"their"inability"to"capture"the"true"complexity"of"natural"geomorphic"
events"(Baker,"1996),"debrisOflow"experiments"in"particular"have"been"instrumental"
in" the" development" of" debrisOflow" research" over" recent" years," as" they" allow"
measurements" to"be" taken"under"controlled"environmental"conditions" (Seeger"et"
al.," 2011)." Unlike" natural" events" where" instrumentation" is" very" costly" as"
continuous"monitoring"is"required"due"to"the"unpredictable"nature"and"infrequency"
of" debris" flows," experimental" debris" flows," particularly" those" conducted" on" a"




can" be" carried" out"with" specific" boundary" conditions,"whereas" field" experiments"
are"unreproducible"due"to"the"idiosyncrasies"of"the"environment"(Iverson,"2015).""
DebrisOflow" experiments" can" be" carried" out" over" a" range" of" scales," from"
miniature"flumes"(e.g."Fairfield"2011)," to"smallOscale"flumes"(e.g."Haas,"2016)," to"
largeOscale" flumes," such" as" the" USGS" flume" (e.g." Johnson" et" al.," 2012)," and"
debrisOflow" behaviour" can" be" studied" using" a" range" of" methodologies." These"
include" chute"experiments" O" or" open" channel" flume"experiments" O"which"are" the"
focus" of" this" research" and" concentrate" largely" on" the" mobilisation" and" the"
importance" of" bed" characteristics" and" boundary" conditions" on" debris" flows."
Alternatively," centrifuge" experiments" are" used" to" study" debrisOflow" rheology"
(Bowman"et"al.,"2010),"and"mathematical"models,"which"have"been"widely"used"in"
developing" understanding" of" the" physical" basis" of" debris" flows," are" frequently"




flume"experiments)" compared"with" debris" flows" in" smallOscale" experiments." This"
demonstrates" the" differences" in" characteristics" of" debris" flows" over" a" range" of"
scales,"and"therefore"highlights"the"need"for"scaling"relationships"to"be"defined"if"











Experiment* Slope&angle&(˚)& Width&(m)& Length&(m)& Depth&(m)& Velocity&(m&sD1)& Flow&Depth&(m)&
Iverson&et&al.,&2010& 31* 2* 95* 1.2* 10313* 0.20*
Iverson&et&al.,&2011&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&31* 2* 95* 1.2* 3* 3*
Major,&1997& 31* 2* 95* 1.2* 6313* 0.130.3*
Haas.&2016& 22334* 0.12* 2* 0.15* 0.932.9* 0.00530.018*
Cui&et&al.,&2015& 10315* 0.2* 3* 0.4* 3* 0.2430.52*
Sheidl&et&al.,&2013& 30* 0.45* 6.5* 0.5* 1.3** 0.02430.160*
Bettalla&et&al.,&2012& 0338* 0.33* 1.5* 0.15* 1.2433.35* 0.01630.039*
Fairfield,&2011&(same&
flume&as&this&study)&
15330* 0.2* 8* 0.1* 0.0231.97* 0.00330.12*
Typical&range&for&
natural&debris&flows&




Debris'flow, experiments, can, be, carried, out, using, a, range, of, apparatus.,
This,includes,rotating,drums,',predominantly,used,for,rheological,studies,',(Kaitna,
and,Rickenmann,, 2007C, Kaitna, et, al.,, 2007C, Sosio, and,Crosta,, 2009),, conveyor,





Large, debris'flow, flumes,, such, as, the, USGS, flume,, H., J., Andrews,
Experimental,Forest,,Oregon, (Iverson,et, al.,, 1992),, are,useful, due, to, their, large,
scale,which,minimises,scaling,issues,(Iverson,et,al.,,2011),(Figure,1.2).,However,,
it, is,difficult, to, redefine,boundary,conditions,such,as,debris'flow,volume,,mixture,
composition,,water,content,and,slope,angle,at,such,a,large,scale,(Turnbull,et,al.,,
2014),, whereas, on, a, smaller, scale,, it, is, comparatively, easy, to, alter, boundary,
conditions,and,to,reconfigure,the,flume,e.g.,alter,bed,slope,and,shape.,However,,
Iverson, (2015), states, that, reduced'scale, experiments, show, disproportionately,






similarity, which, refers, to, the, geometric, and, kinematic, similarity, of, a, flow,where,





al.,, 2009)., Johnson, (1970), also, asserts, that, as, similar, features, are, observed, in,
debris'flow,deposits,of,all,sizes,,the,same,processes,are,also,likely,to,occur,over,a,
range, of, scales,, meaning, that, it, may, be, viable, to, model, debris, flows, at, small,
scales., Indeed,, Davies, (1994), suggests, that, small'scale, modelling, is, possible,
where, high'viscosity, water, (water, and, wall'paper, paste), and, coal, particles, are,
used,to,represent,the,fluid,and,solid,phases,respectively.,However,,channel,length,
was, a, limitation, of, Davies’, (1994), research,, and, so, recirculating, channels, have,
been, used, to, eliminate, the, need, for, long, channels, (Chow,, 1959)., The, debate,




presented, for, small'scale, modelling., The, need, for, scaling, is, presented, in, the,
following,section,,followed,by,an,overview,of,the,key,dimensionless,numbers,used,
in, the, development, of, scaling, relationships, between, debris, flows, of, different,























Iverson, (2015), asserts, that, macroscopic, details, cannot, be, analysed, in,
small'scale, experimental, debris, flows, due, to, the, time'scale, separation, of,
macroscopic, gravity'driven,motion, and, grain'scale, stress, generation, due, to, the,
shallow, flow'depth, in, small'scale, experiments,, and, only, some, behavioural,
characteristics, can, therefore, be, studied, in, small'scale,models., De, Haas, (2016),
recognises, the, development, of, levees, in, small'scale, debris'flow, flume,
experiments,, and, suggests, that, the, exaggeration, of, intermolecular, forces, at, a,
small,scale,(Iverson,and,Logan,,2002C,Iverson,,2015),is,to,be,expected,due,to,the,
shallow,flow,depth,,high,velocities,,and,large,characteristic,grain'size,to,flow,depth,
ratio., However,, the, lack, of, development, of, levees, in, other, experimental, debris,
flows,has,led,Iverson,(2015),to,argue,that,small'scale,flume,experiments,are,not,
appropriate,for,studying,the,macroscopic,details,of,debris,flow,behaviour,as,levees,
are, a, key, geomorphic, characteristic, of, natural, debris, flows., Therefore,, the,
differences, between, debris, flows, of, different, scales, create, a, requirement, for,







Dimensionless, numbers, are, used, in, scaling, between, experimental, and,
natural, debris, flows, (Iverson,, 1997C, Iverson, and,Denlinger,, 2001C, Iverson, et, al.,,
2010C, Iverson,, 2015C, de, Haas,, 2016),, and, allow, for, quantitative, comparison, of,











Table! 1.! 2.!Dimensionless, numbers,, their, physical, meanings,, the, equations, for,
their, calculation,, and, typical, values, observed, in, natural, debris, flows., (Iverson,,
1997C,Iverson,,2010C,Haas,,2016).,Where:,δ,is,mean,grainsize,(m),,vs,is,volumetric,
solids,fraction,,γ,is,flow,shear,rate,(s'1),,H,is,flow,depth,(m),,L,is,length,of,the,flow,












































































































The, calculation, of, dimensionless, numbers, often, requires, a, range, of,




the, flow, (Kaitna, et, al.,, 2014)., This, must, be, taken, into, consideration, when,
assessing, the, methodological, limitations, of, this, research,, as, although, this, is,
considered, a, reasonable, estimate,, as, evidenced,by, its, use, in,many, small'scale,
experimental, studies, (Kaitna, and, Rickenmann,, 2007C, D’Agostino, et, al.,, 2012C,
Kaitna, et, al.,, 2014),, and, by, its, use, in, debris'flow, scaling, (Savage, and, Hutter,,
1989C,Iverson,,1997),,it,may,affect,the,accuracy,and,interpretation,of,the,results.,,
1.4.! Experimental!DebrisBFlow!Scaling!Issues!
,Comparison, of, Bagnold,, Savage, and,Friction, numbers, between, the, large'scale,
USGS,debris'flow,flume,experiments,and,smaller,scale,studies,(using,secondary,
data,from,flume,experiments,(Fairfield,,2011C,D’Agostino,et,al.,,2012C,Haas,,2016)),
is, shown, in, Table, 1.3., This, shows, that, the, dimensionless, numbers, calculated,
based, on, the, smaller, scale, flume, experiments, are,, in, most, cases,, high, in,
comparison, to, those, in, large'scale, experiments, (and, in, natural, debris, flows).,




proportion, to, the, thickness, of, the, mass, cubed, (Iverson,, 2015)., There, is, no,
consistent, trend, shown, in, this, data,, indicating, that, there, are, considerable,









Study& Bagnold&number& Savage&number& Friction&number&
Mean) Min) Max) Mean) Min) Max) Mean) Min) Max)
1.5& D’Agostino) et) al.,)
2012)
50300) 600) 100000) 100) 0.6) 200) 1000) 800) 1200)
2& De)Haas,)2016) 813) 37) 1589) 1.21) 2.25) 0.17) 1450) 141) 2760)
8& Fairfield,)2011)) 26799) 7113) 94496) 2.62) 0.9) 10.8) 117538) 6358) 431769)
10& Parsons)et)al.,)2001) 0.135) 0.002) 1.672) 0.0005) 0.000007) 0.0027) 201) 43) 1870)
95& USGS) 400) R) R) 0.2) R) R) 2000) R) R)
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The$ key$ characteristics$ of$ debris$ flows$ should$ be$ replicated$ at$ a$ reduced$
scale.$ Natural$ debris$ flows$ exhibit$ a$ distinctive$ morphology,$ with$ a$ high=friction,$
coarse$ grained$ snout,$ followed$ by$ a$ saturated$ tail.$ This$ arises$ due$ to$ kinetic$
sieving,$which$results$in$coarse$grains$rising$to$the$surface$of$the$flow,$which$are$
then$moved$to$the$front$of$the$flow$by$shear$(Johnson$et$al.,$2012)$to$make$a$high=
friction$ snout$ (Ancey,$ 2013).$The$high=friction$ snout$behaves$as$a$granular$ flow,$
followed$ by$ a$ saturated$ tail.$ The$ saturated$ tail$ pushes$ aside$ the$ snout$ to$ form$
lateral$ levees$ (Haas,$ 2016)H$ a$ distinctive$ geomorphological$ signature$ of$ debris$
flows$ (Savage$ and$ Iverson,$ 2003).$ $ The$ process$ of$ kinetic$ sieving,$ along$ with$
buoyancy$effects$and$squeeze$expulsion$(whereby$the$percolation$of$fine$particles$
facilitates$ the$ upward$ motion$ of$ larger$ particles)$ also$ results$ in$ grain=size$
segregation.$This$ is$another$distinctive$characteristic$of$natural$debris$ flows,$with$
most$ deposits$ coarsening$upwards$ (Johnson$et$ al.,$ 2012).$ These$ characteristics$
are$ important$ to$ note,$ as$ they$ should$ be$ replicated$ in$ small=scale$ debris=flow$
experiments$ if$ they$ are$ fully$ representative$ of$ the$ natural$ process.$ As$ such,$ the$
grain=size$ segregation$will$ be$ a$ key$ criterion$ in$ assessing$ how$ representative$ of$
natural$ debris$ flows$ the$ small=scale$ debris$ flow$ experiments$ produced$ in$ this$
research$are.$
However,$not$all$previous$small=scale$debris$flow$experimental$studies$have$
replicated$ the$ key$ characteristics$ observed$ in$ natural$ debris$ flows,$ which$ is$




and$ Coutard,$ 1989H$ Liu,$ 1996H$ D’Agostino$ et$ al.,$ 2010H$ Bettella$ et$ al.,$ 2012H$
D’Agostino$ et$ al.,$ 2013).$ In$ addition,$ Iverson$ (2015)$ states$ that$ even$ where$
14#
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deposits$ generated$ using$ small=scale$ laboratory$ modeling$ resemble$ natural$
deposits,$ the$processes$under$which$ they$ formed$are$not$necessarily$ similar,$ as$
geometric$ similarity$ does$ not$ necessarily$ imply$ dynamic$ similarity$ (Massey,$
1989).Therefore,$ this$ discrepancy$ between$ form$ and$ process$will$ be$ considered$
when$analyzing$the$results$of$small=scale$experiments$in$this$research.$$
1.5.$Dimensional$Analysis$
Dimensional$ analysis$ is$ based$ upon$ the$ principle$ of$ dimensional$
homogeneity,$ meaning$ that$ the$ dimensions$ on$ one$ side$ of$ a$ physical$ equation$
must$ be$ balanced$ with$ those$ on$ the$ other$ side$ (Iverson$ et$ al.,$ 2015),$ and$ is$ a$
valuable$ tool$ in$ scaling$ (Cheng$ and$ Cheng,$ 2004)$ as$ it$ allows$ the$ number$ of$
important$ system$ parameters$ to$ be$ reduced,$ enabling$ small=scale$ modelling$
(Bolster$et$al.,$2011).$Dimensional$analysis$aims$to$provide$information$about$the$
relationship$ between$ different$ parameters$ involved$ in$ a$ particular$ phenomenon$
(Bridgman,$1922).$$
In$relation$to$debris$flows,$dimensional$analysis$is$used$to$make$inferences$





measurements$of$ the$primary$quantities$should$change$ inversely$with$ the$size$of$








are$ known$ as$ 0$ groups.$ Dimensional$ analysis$ can$ be$ completed$ through$ the$
derivation$ of$ 0$ groups,$ allowing$ physical$ relationships$ to$ be$ considered$
independently$of$units$prescribed$by$humans$onto$natural$processes$which$occur$
independently$of$such$constraints$(Iverson,$2015).$$
In$ order$ for$ dimensional$ analysis$ to$ be$ carried$ out,$ firstly,$ a$ list$ of$




flow$ scaling.$ The$ 2=Dimensional$ equations$ used$ for$ analysis$ of$ scaling$
relationships$in$this$study$are$summarised$here.$$
Firstly,$a$list$of$parameters$which$are$considered$to$be$important$to$debris=
flow$ behaviour,$ and$ therefore$ to$ the$ evolution$ of$ the$ debris$ flow$ velocity,$ 1,$ is$
devised:$
1 = 2 3, &, 4, 56, 57, 58, 9, :, ;, <8, =8, >8, >, ?,@, A $ [1.2]$
This$ list$of$parameters$considers$ the$case$of$a$ fluid=filled$debris$ flow,$and$
allows$for$macroscopic$dimensional$analysis.$Here,$f$is$an$unknown$function,$g$is$
acceleration$due$to$gravity$(m$s=2),$L$is$length$(m),$H$is$thickness$(m),$ρ0$is$the$bulk$
density$of$ the$mixture$(kg$m=3),$ρs$ is$ the$density$of$ the$solid$grains$(kg$m=3),$ρf$ is$
interstitial$fluid$density$(kg$m=3),$σ$is$a$stress$component$(Pa),$θ$is$slope$angle,$ϕ$is$
the$internal$friction$angle,$$μf$is$the$viscosity$of$the$fluid$phase$(Pa$s),$and$cf$is$the$





the$Darcian$pore=fluid$permeability$of$ the$granular$solid$aggregate$ (m2),$m$ is$ the$
solid$volume$fraction$of$the$granular$mass$(m3),$and$finally,$t$is$time$(s).$$
This$ list$ of$ important$ parameters$ can$ be$ reduced$ through$ dimensional$
analysis$to$the$following$relationship:$
13& B C = 2D 4& , 9534 , A& 3 B C , :, ;,@, 5756 , 5856 , =85634 , >85634 , >5634 , & 3 B C<84C ?> , 564 3& B C<8 $
$ $ [1.3]$
This$ relationship$ is$used$ in$ this$study$ to$compare$between$ the$ large=scale$
USGS$ flume$ experiments$ described$ by$ Iverson$ et$ al.$ (2010),$ and$ small=scale$
experimental$ debris$ flows.$ It$ is$ the$ inclusion$ of$ the$ final$ two$ grouped$ terms$ in$
Equation$ 1.3$ which$ Iverson$ (2015)$ uses$ to$ argue$ that$ small=scale$ debris$ flow$




EFG HI J KLM $$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$[1.4]$
can$be$rewritten$as$
EF HI J KLM G $$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$[1.5]$
As$such,$because$water$viscosity$remains$constant$at$different$scales,$μf$will$
be$ kept$ constant$ whilst$ H$ is$ reduced$ to$ laboratory$ scale,$ resulting$ in$









this$ study,$ and$ the$ large=scale$ debris$ flows$ described$ by$ Iverson$ et$ al.$ (2010).$









than$dimensional$ analysis.$ In$ the$ case$of$ debris=flow$ scaling,$ a$ depth=integrated$
model$ can$ be$ used$ (Figure$ 1.3).$ Iverson$ and$George$ (2014)$ provide$ a$ detailed$
methodology$for$the$derivation$of$dimensional$model$equations,$which$can$then$be$
used$for$scaling.$The$following$expression$is$used$to$quantitatively$assess$scaling$
relationships$ between$ small=scale$ and$ large=scale$ experimental$ debris$ flows$
(Iverson,$2015):$
N∗ = PB C EFHGQ I H J KLMGK RQ S∗ − EMEF HUH ℎ∗ $$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$[1.6]$
The$terms$which$are$different$to$those$defined$in$Equation$1.3$are$defined$
as$ follows:$ HUH $ refers$ to$ gravitational$ acceleration$ where$ the$ effect$ of$ local$ slope$
18#
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Figure$ 1.3.$ Diagram$ of$ a$ debris$ flow$ cross=section$ used$ to$ demonstrate$ a$$
depth=averaged$ model$ for$ debris=flow$ evolution,$ showing$ some$ of$ the$ key$
parameters$ from$ equations$ used$ for$ scaling$ using$ both$ dimensional$ analysis$
and$normalisation$of$differential$equations.$(From$Iverson$and$George,$2014).$
angle$ and$ orientation$ is$ taken$ into$ account,$ and$ the$ terms$ with$ asterisks$ are$
dimensionless$quantities$in$the$equation:$
$N∗ = N 34 B C$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$[1.7]$
where$D$is$the$depth=integrated$debris$dilation$rate$(m$s=1).$
S∗ = SW 5634$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$[1.8]$
where$pb$is$basal$pore=fluid$pressure.$








Equation$ 1.6$ contains$many$of$ the$ same$dimensionless$ parameters$ as$ in$
Equation$1.3.$Iverson$(2015)$asserts$that$this$equation$holds$the$same$implications$




thickness,$while$ fluid$viscosity$remains$constant.$Again$ though,$ this$ issue$can$be$
overcome$by$adjusting$the$clay$content$in$the$debris=flow$mixture$to$alter$viscosity.$
As$with$the$dimensional$analysis,$measured$and$calculated$values$of$the$important$
debris=flow$ parameters$ (Table$ 1.2)$ from$ the$ debris=flow$ experiments$ from$ this$





and$ channel$ slope.$ Although$ the$ $ first$ two$ of$ these$ attributes$ $ are$ affected$ $ by$
scaling$the$$latter$is$$not$but$is$$nevertheless$extremely$important$in$experimental$




The$ composition$ of$ natural$ debris$ flows$ is$ highly$ variable,$ which$ impacts$
directly$ upon$ the$ velocity,$ and$ therefore$ upon$ the$ behaviour$ of$ the$ flow$
(Takahashi,$ 1981).$ Typically$ grain$ sizes$ range$ from$ silt$ and$ clay,$ to$ boulders$









had$ greater$ proportions$ of$ sediment$ compared$ with$ more$ dilute$ flows$ due$ to$
reduced$ flow$ resistance$ as$ a$ result$ of$ dampened$ turbulence.$ The$ sediment$
mixture$ in$experimental$debris$ flows$must,$ therefore,$be$adjusted$with$ respect$ to$
the$flume$model$scale$so$that$ it$reproduces$behaviour$observed$in$natural$debris$
flows.$
Iverson$ et$ al.$ (2010)$ demonstrate$ through$ large=scale$ debris=flow$
experiments$ that$ experimental$ debris$ flows$ with$ significant$ clay$ content$ and$ a$
rough$bed$most$accurately$represent$the$behaviour$of$natural$debris$flows.$In$past$
experimental$ studies,$ reconstituted$ debris=flow$ material$ from$ the$ deposits$ of$
natural$flows$has$been$used$to$make$the$material$representative$of$the$prototype$
(Hubl$ and$ Steinwendtner,$ 2000).$ However,$ given$ the$ large$ range$ of$ debris=flow$
compositions$ (Takahashi,$ 1981),$ such$ a$ study$ cannot$ be$ considered$
representative$ of$ all$ debris$ flows.$ Alternatively,$ natural$ materials$ such$ as$ clay,$
sand$and$gravel$are$commonly$used$in$debris=flow$flume$experiments$(Van$Steijn$
and$Coutard,$1989H$Major,$1997H$Iverson$et$al.,$2010H$Iverson$et$al.,$2011H$Haas,$
2016).$This$allows$sediment$ composition$ to$be$ varied,$ allowing$ the$behaviour$of$
the$flow$to$be$altered$(Parsons$et$al.,$2001H$Iverson$et$al.,$2010H$Fairfield,$2011).$




mass$movement$ events$ (Costa,$ 1988H$ Iverson,$ 1997$ Berti$ et$ al.,$ 1999H$ Savage$
and$Iverson,$2003H$Procter,$2011H$Haas,$2016).$$Rheology$refers$to$the$observable$




an$ important$ consideration$ for$ this$ thesis,$ as$ there$ are$ scale=dependent$
interactions$between$the$solid$and$fluid$phases$of$debris$flows$(Sheidl$et$al.,$2013)$
which$ determine$ the$ rheology$ and$ therefore$ the$ behaviour$ of$ the$ flows.$ Iverson$
(2003)$ states$ that$ the$ rheology$ of$ a$ debris$ flow$ evolves$ over$ time$ due$ to$ the$
variable$interactions$of$solid$and$fluid$phases,$such$that$a$single$approximation$of$
debris=flow$ rheology$ cannot$ be$ made.$ $ As$ such,$ the$ scaling$ of$ the$ sediment$





Froude$and$Reynolds$ similitudes$cannot$be$ satisfied$ simultaneously$ (Felder$and$
Chanson,$2009).$However,$Henderson$(1966)$asserted,$that$Froude$scaling$(Table$
1.3.1)$can$be$used$to$ensure$representativeness,$if$not$full$dynamic$similarity.$This$
is$ important$ for$ the$design$of$ flume$experiments,$ as$ the$desired$Froude$number$
can$be$achieved$by$altering$ the$bed$ roughness,$ typically$by$ roughening$ the$bed$
with$sand$(Sheidl$et$al.,$2013).$As$such,$dynamic$scaling$parameters$(Table1.3.1)$
are$used$in$this$study,$not$only$to$determine$scaling$relationships$between$small=$
and$ large=scale$experimental$debris$ flows$ (through$a$comparison$with$ Iverson$et$
al.$ (2010)),$ but$ also$ to$ ensure$ that$ a$ representative$ flow$ mixture$ and$ bed$
roughness$are$used.$$
Alternatively,$Davies$ (1994)$ uses$high=viscosity$water$ in$ place$of$ the$ fluid$
phase$of$the$debris$flow$in$a$small=scale$flume$experiment.$This$accounts$for$the$
increased$viscosity$in$the$fluid$phase$of$natural$debris$flows$caused$by$the$van$der$
Waals’$ forces$between$clay$particles$ in$ the$water$ (Coussot,$1995)$and$produces$
22#
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small=scale$ debris$ flows$ comparable$ to$ natural$ flows.$ Glycerol$ (Turnbull$ et$ al.,$
2015),$wall$paper$paste$(Martino$and$Davies,$2003),$and$thixotropic$fluid$(Chanson$
et$ al.,$ 2004)$ have$ also$ been$ used$ in$ place$ of$ the$ fluid$ phase$ of$ debris$ flows$ to$
mimic$the$high$viscosity$of$interstitial$fluid$in$debris$flows.$As$such,$there$are$many$
alternative$ways$of$scaling$debris=flow$mixtures,$but$the$importance$of$scaling$the$




Bed$ conditions$ are$ an$ important$ consideration$ in$ the$ design$ of$ flume$
experiments$ due$ to$ the$ control$ on$ natural$ debris=flow$ dynamics:$ Smooth$ beds$
reduce$resistance$to$flow,$so$debris$flows$on$smooth$beds$are$approximately$30%$
faster$than$on$rough$beds$(Iverson$et$al.,$2010).$However,$the$enhanced$friction$on$
rough$ beds$ and$ channel$ walls$ provides$ resistance$ to$ flow$ and$ encourages$ the$
growth$ of$ lateral$ levees$ which$ channelize$ the$ debris$ flows,$ and$ therefore$ rough$
beds$do$not$decrease$the$runout$of$the$flow$(Johnson$et$al.,$2012).$Iverson$et$al.$
(2010)$ propose$ that$ a$ rough$ bed$ produces$ debris=flow$ characteristics$ most$
representative$of$a$natural$ flow.$There$are$many$methods$of$ roughening$beds$ in$
debris=flow$flumes,$which$are$used$extensively$in$the$literature$as$smooth$beds$are$
unlikely$ to$ be$ representative$ of$ natural$ debris$ flows.$ These$ include$ using$




eroded,$but$ if$ the$mixture$sediment$size$ is$ increased$beyond$ the$size$of$ the$bed$




upon$ the$behaviour$of$a$debris$ flow,$as$ the$volume$of$a$debris$ flow$ is$ increased$
(Liu,$1996),$hence$giving$it$greater$destructive$power.$
The$ wetness$ of$ the$ debris$ flow$ bed$ is$ also$ important$ for$ debris=flow$
characteristics,$as$this$alters$pore=pressure$and$therefore$alters$the$friction$on$the$
bed,$ influencing$the$velocity$of$ the$flow$(Iverson$et$al.,$2011).$However,$ it$ is$also$
suggested$ that$ pore$ water$ pressure$ is$ not$ present$ in$ continuously$ deforming$
sediments,$ and$ so$ may$ not$ play$ a$ key$ role$ in$ debris=flow$ dynamics$ (Deangeli,$
2009).$However,$as$water$is$a$requirement$for$debris$flows$to$occur,$regardless$of$







In$ order$ for$ debris$ flows$ to$ be$ initiated,$ there$ must$ be$ a$ sufficient$ slope$
angle$ (Milne$ et$ al.,$ 2012).$ Whilst$ some$ debris$ flows,$ such$ as$ bentonite$ debris$
flows,$can$occur$on$slopes$as$low$as$5$̊(Anderson$et$al.,$1969),$most$debris$flows$
occur$ on$ slopes$ around$ 30˚$ (Iverson$ et$ al.,$ 2011).$ As$ such,$ bed$ slope$must$ be$
considered$ important$ as$ a$ high$ slope$ angle$ is$ generally$ required$ for$ debris=flow$
initiation.$
Debris=flow$behaviour$ is$sensitive$ to$variation$ in$both$bed$slope$(Lorenzini$
and$ Mazza,$ 2004H$ Guthrie$ et$ al.,$ 2010H$ Fairfield,$ 2011H$ Pudasaini,$ 2011),$ and$
lateral$variation$in$slope$(Iverson$et$al.,$2010).$Debris$flows$on$steep$slopes$tend$to$




attributed$ to$ variations$ in$ flow$ composition$ and$ slope$ geometry$ (Lorenzini$ and$
Mazza,$2004).$Slope$has$an$ impact$on$ the$volume,$and$depositional$area$of$ the$
flow,$which$ is$ important$ for$ hazard$mapping,$ as$ faster$ flows$are$ likely$ to$entrain$
more$material$from$the$bed.$Therefore,$the$steeper$the$slope$of$the$bed,$the$larger$
the$depositional$area$of$a$debris$flow$is$likely$to$be.$As$such,$the$slope$of$the$main$
channel$ affects$ the$ depositional$ area$ indirectly$ by$ increasing$ the$ volume$ of$
sediment$due$ to$greater$entrainment$on$steeper$ slopes$due$ to$greater$ velocities$
(Liu,$1996).$Indeed,$a$limiting$topographic$method$can$be$used$to$estimate$runout$
distances$ based$ on$ slope$ angle$ (D’Agostino$ et$ al.,$ 2010),$ whereby$ debris$ flow$
continues$on$ slopes$>10˚,$ stops$on$ slopes$of$ 4˚,$ and$between$4$and$10˚,$ stops$
when$the$following$condition$defined$by$Burton$and$Bathurst$(1998)$is$met:$$
NXYA!Z=[\A]!^[__[`\aZY_aS[Y\b[Ac[[Z\4°!Z`\10° > 0.4(>_[^!AXaZ\_aYA\aZ\Y_aS[Y > 10°)$$$$$$[1.10]$
Overall,$bed$slope$has$a$major$influence$over$debris=flow$behaviour,$and$so$





of$ this$ in$ terms$ of$ the$ use$ of$ such$ studies$ in$ debris$ flow$ management$ and$
prediction$has$not$ been$quantified$experimentally.$This$ thesis$ aims$ to$document$
for$the$first$time$a$quantitative$analysis$of$the$scaling$relationships$between$small=
scale$ debris=flow$ experiments$ and$ large=scale$ experiments$ and$ natural$ debris$




the$ size$ of$ the$ USGS$ flume).$ This$ will$ allow$ for$ the$ development$ of$ scaling$
relationships$ between$ small=scale$ experimental$ debris$ flows$ and$ larger$ scale$
experimental$and$natural$debris$flow$counterparts.$
The$objectives$of$this$research$are:$
1)# To# replicate# at# approximately# 1:10# scale# the# USGS# debris:flow# flume#
experiments#as#documented#by# Iverson#et#al.# (2010),#and# to#provide#a#
direct#comparison#of#large:#and#small:scale#experiment#results.#
2)# To#quantify# scaling#differences#between#small:scale#debris:flow# flumes#
and#large:scale#debris:flow#flumes#/#natural#debris#flows,#with#reference#
to# dimensionless# scaling# numbers# and# geometric# analysis# of# the#
morphology#of#runout#deposits.#




USGS# debris:flow# flume,# varying# the# mixture# composition# to# alter#
mixture#viscosity,#and#replicating#the#experiments#ten#times#for#each#set#
of#boundary#conditions.#
Chapter$ 2$ will$ present$ the$ methodologies$ of$ this$ study,$ introducing$ the$
debris=flow$flume$facility$which$was$used$to$conduct$ this$research.$Chapter$3$will$
present$ the$ results$ of$ the$ flume$ experiments,$ which$ will$ be$ later$ analysed$ and$
discussed$(Chapter$4),$and$compared$with$natural$debris$flows$and$the$large=scale$
debris=flow$ flume$ experiments$ conducted$ by$ Iverson$ et$ al.$ (2010)$ to$ facilitate$






The# initial# conditions# of# the# debris3flow# experiments# in# this# study# were#
designed#around#those#used#in#the# large3scale#USGS#flume#described# in#Iverson#
et# al.# (2010)# (Table# 2.1),# and# replicated# at# a# reduced# scale# in# the# small3scale#
flume.#This#was#purposeful,#in#order#to:#
(1)# demonstrate# the# utility# of# small3scale# experimental# debris# flows# in#
comparison# to# large3scale# ones# by# mimicking# the# experimental#
conditions#as#closely#as#possibleH#and#
(2)# carry# out# additional# experiments# where# slope# angles# were# varied#
around# 31˚# (Iverson# et# al.,# 2010),# to# demonstrate# the# important#
influence# of# small# variations# of# slope# on# debris3flow# behaviour.# An#
attribute#which#cannot#be#easily#modelled#in#large3scale#facilities#where#
the# initial# boundary# conditions# of# debris3flow# experiments# cannot# be#
easily#altered#e.g.#slope#in#the#large3scale#USGS#flume#(Turnbull#et#al.,#
2014).##
The#data#collected# in# this# research#was#directly#compared#with#secondary#
data# from# Iverson# et# al.# (2010),# and# with# data# previously# collected# from#
experiments# conducted# in# the# same# flume#and# in# flumes#of# even# smaller# scales#
(Fairfield,# 2011# (8#m# long# flume# and# 2#m# long# flume)H# Procter,# 2011# (8#m# long#








SGM#Rough#Bed# SG#Rough#Bed# SG#Smooth#Bed# #
Initial#sediment#volume#behind#headgate,#including#pore#space#(m3)# 9.73±0.45# 9.80±0.33# 9.72±0.44# 0.0089#
Initial# sediment# water# content,# weight# percent# (water# weight# /# dry#
sediment#weight)#x100#
8.0±2.8# 6.6±2.0# 6.1±1.5# 20.5#
Net#water#added#to#sediment#prior#to#flow#release#(m3)# 2.05±0.29# 2.20±0.52# 2.22±0.31# 0.00306#
Total#water#(initial#+#added)#in#sediment#at#time#of#flow#release#(m3)# 3.34±0.45# 3.30±0.22# 3.17±0.23# 0.00306#
Mean#sediment#porosity,#before#water#application# 0.39# 0.37# 0.36# 0.32#
Mean# pore# volume# before/after# 2%# compaction# caused# by# water#
application#(m3)#
3.8/3.6# 3.6/3.4# 3.5/3.3# N/A#
Mean#saturation#of#pore#space#at#flow#release#(%)# 93# 97# 96# N/A#
Mean#wet#bulk#density#of#sediment#at#flow#release#(kg#mT3)# 2010# 2060# 2070# 2020#
Wet#bulk#density#of#slurry#deposits#after#flow#has#ceased# 2100±110# 2070±90# 2070±90# N/A#
Table(2.1.# Properties# of# sediment# used# in# experiments# conducted#by# Iverson#et#al.# (2010),#which# this# study# aims# to# replicate.#SGM# refers# to#a#










4#cm#grid# for#scale.# In#contrast# to# the# large,scale#USGS#flume#which#has#a# fixed#
slope#of#31°#for##the##majority#of#its##length#(Iverson#and#LaHusen,#1993),#the#slope#
of# the# flume# used# in# these# reduced# scale# experiments# is# uniform# over# its# full#
length,# but# the# overall# bed# slope# can# be# varied# between# 10°# and# 50°.# This# is# a#
major# benefit# of# small,scale# flumes.# However,# as# the# aim# of# this# research# is# to#
replicate#the#initial#conditions#of#the#USGS#experiments#as#closely#as#possible,#the#
set,up# of# the# reduced# scale# flume# was# similar# (Figure# 2.2).# Experiments# were#
carried#out#at#31˚#with#a#rigid#bed#in#order#to#replicate#the#USGS#experiments,#and#
further#experiments#were#carried#out#at#29˚#and#30˚.#Varying#the#slope#angle#over#
a# small# range# allowed# the# sensitivity# of# debris,flow# behaviour# and# variability# in#
debris,flow# characteristics# with# just# a# small# change# in# initial# conditions# to# be#

























from#which#18kg#of# sediment#mixture# is# released# in# a#dam,break,# style# initiation#
whereby#the#release#gate# is#opened#using#a# lever#to# initiate#the#flow.#The#size#of#
the#head#gate#was#unimportant#given#that#the#debris,flow#mixture#was#released#en#
masse.# Despite# a# dam,break# release# not# replicating# exactly# the# conditions# in#
nature,#whereby# debris# flows# tend# to# be# initiated# by# a# small# force# imbalance# as#
opposed#to#a#catastrophic#one,#this#initiation#mechanism#is#widely#used#in#debris,
flow#experiments#as#it#is#easily#replicated#(Iverson,#2015),#and#is#the#same#as#the#
mechanism# used# in# the# USGS# experiments# (Iverson# et# al.,# 2010),# so# its# use# is#
justified#here.#
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of# the# debris,flow# flume# channel# was# rigid# and# non,deformable.# In# debris# flows#





govern# the# evolution# of# natural# debris# flows# will# be# overlooked# in# the# rigid# bed#
experiments#conducted#in#this#study.##










Figure# 2.4# shows# the# experiments# which# were# carried# out# in# this# study,#




appropriate# to# use# for# the# validation#of# numerical#models# (Turnbull# et# al.,# 2014).#
The#experiment#repeats#were#also#used#to#demonstrate#the#inherent#variability#of#
debris,flow#dynamics#(Warburton#and#Davies,#1994U#De#Haas#et#al.,#2015)#which#is#
expected# due# to# spontaneous# breakdown# of# the# flow# into# surges.# This# intrinsic#
variability#will#be#considered#through#analysis#of#the#debris,flow#deposits#and#flow#
characteristics.# This# is# a# clear# advantage# of# small,scale# experiments,# as# due# to#
time,#and#cost,#restraints,#it#is#not#possible#to#conduct#as#many#repeat#experiments#
in#large,scale#experimental#debris#flows.#
Further# experiments#were# carried# out# to# consider# the# effects# of# interstitial#
fluid#viscosity#on#debris,flow#behaviour.#Viscosity#can#be#varied#through#changing#





















2.3.# Testing# the# Composition# of# sediments# used# in# the#
experiments#
Given#that#Iverson#et#al.#(2010)#found#that#the#sand#and#gravel#mixture#with#
a# significant#mud# proportion# and# a# rough# bed# generated# results#most# similar# to#
natural#debris# flows,#a#mixture#of#a#similar#composition,#scaled# to# the#size#of# the#
small,scale#flume#was#used#for#the#experiments#in#this#research#(Table#2.2).#This#













flow#experiments#using# the#same# flume#as#used# in# this# research# (Procter,#2011)#
(Table#2.2).#
As# such,# the# mixture# composition# used# in# the# debris# flows# in# the#
experiments# carried#out# in# this# research#are#not# scaled#directly# in# relation# to# the#
USGS#mixture.#However,#the#composition#is#a#reasonable#approximation#of#natural#
debris# flows,#with#bulk,density#and#water# content# values#being#within# the# ranges#





2016),# the# effects# of# this# are# likely# to# be# amplified.# There# is# also# a# greater#
volumetric# fraction# of# interstitial# fluid# in# these# experiments,#which#will# affect# flow#
dynamics# as# debris,flow# behaviour# is# extremely# sensitive# to# small# changes# in#
water# content# (Pierson# and# Scott,# 1985).# However,# given# the# similarities# of# this#












10#mm#Gravel# 22# 3.96# 34# 6.12#
Sand# 60# 10.8# 38.5# 6.93#
Clay# 6# 1.08# 10.5# 1.89#
Water# 12# 2.16# 17# 3.06#
34#
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Table# 2.3.# Summary# of# initial# debris,flow# experiments# used# to# determine# the#














1# 1#(silica)# 0.30# 4.3## N/A#
2# 1# 0.50# 5.2# N/A#
3# 1# 0.60# 8.0# 1.12#
4# 1# 0.60# 7.2# N/A#
5# 1#(partial#silica)# 0.60# 8.0# 1.14#
6# 1#(silica)# 0.60# 2.0# N/A#
7# 1# 0.84# 3.4# N/A#
8# 1# 1.25# 6.8# N/A#
9# 2# 0.00# 8.0# 1.04#
10# 2# 0.00# 8.0# 1.20#
#
The# inclusion#of# the# term# ‘debris’# in# ‘debris,flow’# suggests# that#a# range#of#
grain#sizes#are#present# (Iverson#and#George,#2014).#Therefore,#a#combination#of#
different#grain,sized#natural#sediments#was#used:#Once#mixed,#clay#made#up#part#
of# the# fluid# phase# of# the# debris# flow,# and# ensured# that# the# mixture# was#
representative#of#natural#debris#flows#by#increasing#the#viscosity#of#the#fluid#phase#







large# clay# lumps#were# left# in# the#mixtures.# This# procedure#was# kept# constant# to#
allow#for#comparison#between#experiment#runs.#
Given# that# the# grain,size# distribution# of# debris# flows# affects# the# rheology,#
and#therefore#the#overall#behaviour#of#the#flows#(Sosio#and#Crosta,#2009),#particle#
size#analysis#was#carried#out#on#the#debris,flow#mixtures#in#order#to#determine#the#
grain,size# distributions.# In# the# experiments,# the# composition# of# the# debris,flow#
material#was#kept#constant,#using#the#same#quantities#of#each#size#fraction#(gravel,#
sand,#and#clay),#however#within#these#fractions,#there#is#some#variability.##
The# range# of# particle# sizes# making# up# the# mixture# composition# in# each#
experiment#was#determined#using#Particle#Size#Analysis.#Firstly#an#approximately#
0.2#kg#subsample#of#each#debris,flow#mixture#was#dried#at#105#˚C#and#weighed#to#
determine# the# water# content.# Water# was# then# added# to# the# samples,# and# phi#
sieves# (11.31#mm,# 8#mm,# 5.66#mm,# 4#mm,# 2.83#mm,# and# 2#mm)#were# used# to#
separate# particles# by# grain# size.# The# separated# particles# were# then# dried# again#
and# weighed.# All# particles# smaller# than# 2# mm# in# diameter# were# then# further#
analysed:#Firstly,#a#smaller#sub,sample#was#obtained#using#a#riffle#box#to#remove#
bias#from#the#sub,sampling.#The#sub,samples#were#then#analysed#in#the#Beckman#
Coulter# LS13# 320# Laser# Diffraction# Particle# Size# Analyser# machine,# and# the#





et#al.,#2010)# ,#and#so# is#considered# representative.#The#volumetric#water#content#
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the# debris,flow# deposit# geometry# generated# using# the# composition# described# in#
Table# 2.2# is# similar# in# geometry# to# those# generated# by#USGS# debris,flow# flume#
experiments# (Major,#1997).#This# is#similar# to# the# rheology# tests#carried#out#when#
comparing# concrete# using# a# dollop# test# (Iskender,# 2016).# Given# the# ratio# of#
channel# length# (m)# to# deposit# length# (m)# is# approximately# 8.3:1.3# for# the#USGS#
experiments# (Major,#1997)#and#8:1.2# in# the#experiments#conducted# in# this#study,#
the#debris,flow#morphology#was#considered#approximately#comparable.#
2.5.#Data#Acquisition#
The# small,scale# flume# described# in# section# 2.2# was# used# as# the# main#
means#of#data#collection#in#this#study.#The#debris,flow#experiments#were#recorded#
using#a#16#MP#Panasonic#Lumix#DMC,F5#digital#camera,#mounted#vertically#above#





on# the#dynamics#of# the# flow#was#also# recorded#using#a#GoPro# (Hero#4)# camera#
positioned#at# the#end#of# the# flume,# recording# the# flow#obliquely.#Flow#depth#was#





Debris,flow#models,# including# experimental#models# such# as# the# one# used#
here,#should#produce#morphological#characteristics#similar#to#that#of#the#prototype#
if# the# flow#dynamics#were# representative#of#natural#debris# flows.#The#debris,flow#
deposits#from#the#small,scale#flume#experiments#conducted#in#this#research#should#
display# key# features# of# natural# debris# flows# such# as# levees,# coarse,grained# flow#
fronts#and#saturated#tails,#and#surge,type#behaviour.#As#such,#photographs#of#the#
deposits#were#taken#to#produce#3D#models#of#the#runout#deposits#which#could#then#








Structure# from#Motion# (SfM)# refers# to# the# use# of# photographs# taken# of# a#
single# object,# or# in# this# case# a# single# land# form# (runout# deposit),# from# multiple#
angles#in#order#to#develop#a#dense#point#cloud,#which#can#then#be#georeferenced#
and# scaled# for# analysis# (Smith# and# Vericat,# 2015).# In# this# study,# this# analysis#
involved#the#creation#of#digital#elevation#models#(DEM)#of#the#experimental#debris,
flow# deposits# to# calculate# volumes# and# to# characterise# the# morphology# of# the#
deposits# to# quantitatively# compare# these# deposits# to# both# the# large,scale#USGS#
deposits#(Iverson#et#al.,#2010)#and#natural#debris,flow#deposits.#Data#from#Iverson#
et#al.# (2010)#will#be#used# for#comparison#with# large,scale#experiments,#and#data#




Agisoft# Photoscan#was# used# to# generate# a# 3D# pointcloud# of# photographs#
taken#of#the#debris,flow#deposits#and#channels#generated#in#the#flume#experiments#
using# the#workflow#shown# in#Figure#2.5.# #Figure#2.6# shows#an#example#of#a#3D#
point# cloud# generated# from# photographs# taken# of# a# debris,flow# deposit# resulting#
from#an#experiment#carried#out#in#the#small,scale#flume.#Following#the#construction#
of# such# point# clouds,# Digital# Elevation# Models# (DEMs)# were# produced# and#
imported# into#ArcMap# to# generate# data# about# the#morphology# of# the# debris,flow#
deposits,# including#width,# length,#area,# volume,#and# to#generate#cross,profiles# to#
demonstrate# the# topography# of# the# deposits.# The# use# of#SfM# in# this# research# is#
justified# as# it# is# a# less# cost,# and# time,intensive# alternative# to# methods# such# as#
Terrestrial# Laser# Scanning# Scanning# (Smith# et# al.,# 2015U# Carrivick# et# al.,# 2016),#





























in# hazard# management# of# natural# debris# flows.# Scaling# laws# are# theoretical#
constraints#of#self,similarity#of#a#phenomenon,#such#as#a#debris# flow#(Barenblatt,#
1996).#As#Iverson#(2015)#states,#debris,flow#scaling#can#be#addressed#either#using#
dimensional# analysis,# or# by# normalising# differential# equations.# In# this# study,#
dimensionless# parameters# identified# in# the# debris,flow# flume# experiments# were#








large,scale# USGS# debris,flow# flume# facility# (Iverson# et# al.,# 2010),# to# provide# a#
quantitative#analysis#of#debris,flow#scaling.##
However,# as# previously# mentioned# (Chapter# 1),# the# inability# to# measure#
properties#such#as#shear#rate#in#small,scale#experiments#poses#a#limitation#to#the#
methodology.#As#such,#values#for#some#of#the#parameters#needed#for#calculating#




Small,scale# flume# debris,flow# experiments# are# carried# out# using# an# 8# m#
long,# 0.2# m# wide,# open# channel# flume# facility.# The# initial# conditions# of# these#
experiments# were# designed# around# the# USGS# large,scale# debris,flow# flume#
experiments#Iverson#et#al.#(2010),#but#at#reduced#scale.#Experiments#were#run#on#
a# roughened# bed# using# a# sediment#mixture#which# best# emulates# natural# debris,
flow#dynamics.#This#approximately# followed#the#rationale#of# Iverson#et#al.# (2010),#
although#the#mixture#was#scaled#appropriately#to#the#size#of#the#flume#facility#used#
in# this# study.# Taking# advantage# of# the# flexibility# of# the# reduced# scale# flume,#
experiments#were#run#in#multiple#replication#and#using#a#range#of#bed#slope#angles#
to#assess#the#importance#of#this#in#controlling#flow#processes.#
Data#generated#by# the# flume#experiments#enabled#analysis# for#debris,flow#
scaling# relationships# to# be# developed.# 3D# photography# was# used# to# allow# the#
morphology#of# the#experimental#debris# flows# to#be#compared# to# that#expected# in#









order# to# scale# the#experiments# from#small6scale#debris# flows,# key#dimensionless#
parameters# discussed# in# previous# chapters# are# considered.# The# results# are#
considered# alongside# the# results# from# Iverson# et# al.’s# (2010)# large6scale# USGS#









































29# 0.0025# 10# 127.50#±#11.72# 48.30#±#4.98# 1.98#±#0.62# 4312#±#695# 1.68#±#0.45#
30# 0.0025# 10# 162.20#±#65.41# 51.60#±#2.46# 1.92#±#0.35# 6020#±#3140# 4.07#±#1.29##
31# 0.0025# 12# 161.20#±#35.11# 50.45#±#5.96# 1.80#±#0.69# 6438#±#1316# 4.02#±#0.59#
31# 0.001# 2# 250.00#±#0.00# 55.00#±#5.00# 2.88#±#0.13# 12992#±#448# 5.37#±#0.68#
31# 0.002# 2# 170.50#±#9.50# 48.50#±#1.50# 3.25#±#0.25# 7328#±#1088# 4.48#±#0.20#
31# 0.004# 2# 41.50#±#22.50# 29.00#±#7.00# 1.75#±#0.25# 1048#±#712# 1.04#±#0.39#






Whilst# the#debris.flow#mixtures#were#kept# constant# for#all# the#experiments#
investigating# the# variability# of# slope# angle,# there# were# some# small# natural#
variations#in#the#measured#size#fractions#of#the#sampled#debris.flow#mixtures.#The#
results#of#the#particle#size#analysis#are#shown#in#Figure#3.1.#For#each#debris.flow#






the#USGS#particle#size#distributions,# in#general,# the#composition#of# the#sediment#
mixture#shows#a#bimodal#grain.size#distribution,#similar# to#that#used#in#the#USGS#
debris.flow# mixture.# Therefore,# the# relative# size# compositions# used# here# were#
similar#to#the#USGS#mixtures#despite#being#scaled#down.#This#bimodal#grain.size#
distribution# is# also# common# in# natural# debris# flows# (Scott,# 1988M# Vallance# and#




























































































































































































































Figure$ 3.1.# Grain.size# distributions# of# the# sediment# mixtures# used# in# the# flume#
experiments.#The#histogram#bars#show# the#mean#percent#of# total#mass# for#each#
size# class# and# the# error# bars# show# the# standard# deviation.# (A)# shows# the#
distributions# for# the#mixtures# used# for# the# 31˚# slope# experiments,# (B)# shows# the#
distributions# for# the# mixtures# used# for# the# 30˚# experiments,# and# (C)# shows# the#
distributions#for#the#mixtures#used#for#the#29˚#slope#experiments.#(D)#is#the#grain.







In# the#experiments#designed# to#consider# the#effect#of#mixture#composition#
on# debris.flow# behaviour,# the# viscosity# of# the# mixture# was# varied# (0.001# Pa.s,#
0.002# Pa.s,# 0.0025# Pa.s# (the# same# mixture# as# used# for# the# slope# angle#
experiments),# 0.004# Pa.s,# and# 0.005# Pa.s).# This# was# achieved# by# altering# the#
volumetric#fraction#of#clay#in#the#interstitial#fluid#(Figure#3.2).#The#larger#grain.size#
fraction# of# the# mixture# was# held# constant# so# the# mixture# retained# the# bimodal#
grain.size# distribution# typical# of# debris# flows.# However,# as# the# viscosity# was#
increased,# there# was# a# greater# percentage# of# clay.sized# particles# (<0.0625#mm#















































































































Figure$ 3.2.$ Grain.size# distribution# of# the# sediment# mixtures# of# varying#
viscosities:#(a)#0.001#Pa.s,#(b)#0.002#Pa.s,#(c)#0.0025#Pa.s,#(d)#0.004#Pa.s,#(e)#
0.005#Pa.s.#The#histogram#bars#show#the#mean#percent#of#total#mass#for#each#







m)# for# each# experiment,# both# within# the# lower# part# of# the# channel,# and# on# the#
runout#board.#The#flow#in#the#lower#part#of#the#channel,#from#6#m#to#the#termination#
of#the#flow#between#8.2#and#10.5#m,#was#measured#in#a#single#field#of#view#from#
the#overhead#video#camera.#Figure#3.3#summarises# the#position#of# the# flow#front#
over# time# for# the# experiments# which# were# carried# out# with# the# aim# designed# to#
consider# the#effects#of#bed#slope#angle#on#debris.flow#behaviour.#The#mean#flow#
front#positions#for#each#experiment#are#also#shown#in#Figure#3.3.#The#graphs#show#
considerable# variation# between# debris# flows# with# the# same# initial# starting#
conditions,#emphasising#the#intrinsic#variability#in#debris.flow#behaviour.##
Differences# between# experiments# conducted# at# different# slope# angles# were#
also# noted.# Experiments# carried# out# at# higher# slope# angles# reached# maximum#
runout#length#more#quickly#(greater#velocity)#than#experiments#carried#out#at#lower#
slope# angles,# with# experiments# reaching# their# maximum# runout# lengths# by# an#
average#of#5.65#s,#6.55#s,#and#8#s#after#the#sediment#gate#being#opened,#at#slope#
angles#of#31°,#30°,#and#29°# respectively# (excluding#slow#creep#of# the#debris# flow#
after# the#main# flow#had#stopped).#There#was#also#variability#between# runs#within#
each# experiment# set.# In# the# 29°# and# 30°# runs,# Run# 1# was# slower# to# reach# the#
maximum# runout# position,# and#had#a# shorter#maximum# runout# length# than#other#
runs#because#the#channel#was#dry,#and#so#pore#pressure#from#the#flow#dissipated,#
resulting# in#greater#net# frictional# resistance#to# flow#than#for#debris.flows#on#a#wet#









































































































black# dashed# line# shows# the#point# at#which# the# flow#enters# the# runout# board.# The# coloured#
lines# show# the# position# of# the# flow# fronts# measured# in# each# individual# experiment,# and# the#
black#lines#with#markers#depict#the#average#flow#front#position#over#time#for#each#experiment#









































There# is#also#an# impact#of#mixture#viscosity#on# the#evolution#of# the# flow# front#
position# over# time.# Figure# 3.4# shows# the# average# position# of# the# flow# front# over#
time#for#the#experiments#conducted#using#the#different#mixture#viscosities.#The#flow#
front#position#evolution#of# ‘Run$2,$0.005$Pa.s’# is#not# included#in#Figure#3.4#as#the#
debris# flow# was# deposited# in# the# channel# (maximum# extent# of# 5.54#m# from# the#
headgate# .# out# of# the# field# of# view# of# the# video# camera)# and# did# not# reach# the#
runout# pad.#The#maximum#measurable# runout# length# (10.5#m)#was# restricted#by#
the# length#of# the#runout#board# in# the#case#of# the#0.001#Pa.s#debris# flows,#as# the#
debris# flow# would# have# extended# beyond# the# runout# board# if# it# had# not# been#
intercepted#by#the#toe#wall#of#the#board.##













#Figure$ 3.4.$ Position# of# flow# fronts# of# the# debris# flows# as# a# function# of# time,#
including# flow#on# the#runout#board,#where# flows#reached#the#runout#board.#The#








channel,# starting# from# 6# m# from# the# headgate.# Consistent# with# results# from#
previous# research,# the# average# velocity# of# the# debris# flows# increased# as# slope#
angle#was#increased#(Lorenzini#and#Mazza,#2004M#Procter,#2012M#Stancanelli#et#al.,#




reached# the# runout# board# and# the# slope# angle# is# reduced# from# 29°.31°# to# 5°,#




the# flow# front# dropped# from# 2.72#m# s.1# to# 0.08#m# s.1# after# 8#m.# This# change# in#
velocity#with# slope# is#non.linear,# suggesting# that# slope# is#not# the#only# control# on#
debris#flow#velocity.#
The#magnitude#of#the#scatter#between#velocities#of#individual#runs#appears#
to# be# controlled,# at# least# in# part,# by# slope# angle.# The# variation# in# debris.flow#
velocity#between#debris# flows#within#each#experiment#set# (where# initial#boundary#
conditions#were# the#same)#was#most#pronounced# in# the#experiments#which#were#
conducted# at# higher# slope# angles# (Figure# 3.6).# In# the# experiments# conducted# at#
29˚,#average#velocity#of#the#flows#ranged#between#0.60#and#2.53#m#s.1,#whereas#in#






















































































the# experiments# carried# out# at# 31˚,# 30˚,# and# 29˚# slope# angles# respectively.# The#

































































































that#of# the#debris# flows#with# lower#viscosities:#The#average#velocity#of# the#debris#
flows# was# 4.57# m# s.1,# 3.45# m# s.1,# 3.45# m# s.1,# 1.29# m# s.1,# and# 1.35# m# s.1# for#
viscosities# of# 0.001# Pa.s,# 0.002# Pa.s,# 0.003# Pa.s,# 0.004# Pa.s,# and# 0.005# Pa.s#
respectively.# The# velocity# of# the# debris# flows# increases# over# distance# at# low#
viscosities# (with# the# exception# of# the# lowest# viscosity),# and# decreases# over#















There# was# considerable# variability# in# the# number# of# roll# waves# observed#
between#debris# flows# conducted# at# different# slope# angles,# and# conducted# at# the#






Roll# waves# occurred# in# all# of# the# debris.flow# experiments.# This# evidence#
includes#video#footage#of# the#debris# flows,#whereby#roll#waves#were# identified#by#
surges# of# higher# velocity,# and# in# the# morphology# of# the# debris.flow# deposit#
(Johnson#and#Rodine,#1984)#(Figure#3.9).#The#presence#of#roll#waves#may#suggest#








































$ The# debris.flow# deposit# morphology# was# assessed# using# measurements#
taken# during# the# experiments,# including# length# and#width# data.# Area,# perimeter,#
and# shape# data# was# gathered# based# upon# the# photos# taken# of# the# debris.flow#
deposits.#
The# lengths# of# the# debris.flow# runout# deposits# varied# considerably,# both#
between# and# within# experiment# subsets.# Across# all# experiments# carried# out# on#
different# slope# angles,# there# was# a#mean# deposit# length# of# 150.30# ±# 44.96# cm.#
Within# experiment# subsets# there# was# also# considerable# variation,# particularly# at#
a.# b.#
Figure$3.9.$Morphological# characteristics# of# debris.flow#deposits#which# are# indicative# of#
surge# behaviour.# (a)# is# a# schematic# diagram# of# a# debris.flow# deposit# formed# through#










higher# slope#angles:# the#mean#deposit# length# for# experiments# conducted#at# 29˚,#
30˚,#and#31˚#was#127.50#±#11.72#cm,#162.20#±#65.41#cm,#and#161.20#±#35.11#cm#
respectively.# As# such,# the# experiments# conducted# at# 29˚# showed# the# least#
variation#about# the#mean,# compared# to# the#experiments# conducted#at# 30˚#which#
showed#the#most#variation.##





that# slope# was# not# important# in# determining# width,# as# there# was# little# variation#
between#experiment#subsets.#The#variation#in#width#with#interstitial# fluid#viscosity,#
however,# is# more# apparent,# with# width# decreasing# as# viscosity# increases,#
highlighting#the#influence#of#viscosity#on#the#lateral#spreading#of#the#deposit.##
The#area#of# the#deposits# increased#with#slope#angle#(Table#3.1),#however,#
as# with# debris.flow# velocity,# the# increase# in# area# did# not# increase# linearly# with#
slope# angle.# There# was# also# variation# within# experiment# subsets# due# to# the#
intrinsic#variability#of#debris.flow#behaviour.#This#variation#was#greater# for#debris.
flows# which# occurred# at# higher# slope# angles.# The# area# of# the# deposits# also#




roll# wave# occurrence.# There# was,# however,# considerable# variation# in# deposit#




(particularly# in# length,# area,# and# shape)# demonstrate# the# intrinsic# variability# of#



















the# deposits# increases#with# increasing# slope# angle.# The# volume# of# the# deposits#
































































As# in# previous# small.scale# debris.flow# experiments# (de# Haas,# 2016),# the#
morphology#of# the#debris.flow#deposits# generated#during# the#experiments# in# this#
study#tended#to#be#consistent#with#the#characteristic#morphology#of#natural#debris#
flows,#with# steep,# coarse# grained# snouts# and# lateral# levees,# and# finer,# saturated#
tails.#This#is#demonstrated#by#the#results#of#the#Structure#from#Motion.#Figure#3.12#
shows# the# cross.sectional# topography# of# a# debris# flow# deposit# produced# in# this#
research,# demonstrating# the# presence# of# lateral# levees,# which# are# a# key#
characteristic# identified# in#Chapter#1#as#being#needed# to#demonstrate# that#small.

















Figure 3.12. Cross-transects of the debris-flow deposits from flows at different slope angles (with viscosities of 0.0025 Pa.s): (a) 























































































































  B. 30˚   C. 31˚   D. 0.001 Pa.s  
  E. 0.002 Pa.s 








In# addition# to# the# variations# in# debris# flow# deposits# formed# under# the# same#
initial# conditions,# as# shown# in# Figure# 3.12,# there# was# also# variation# in# the#
morphology#of# the#deposits# formed# from#debris.flows#which#occurred#at#different#
slope# angles# (Figure# 3.13).# The# DEMs# show# the# topography# of# the# debris.flow#
deposits.##
There#were#also#differences# in# the# topography#of#deposits# in# the#experiments#





with#viscosities#of#0.005#Pa.s,#as# the#debris# flows#didn’t# reach# the# runout#board.#
The#debris#flows#at#particularly#low#viscosities#(0.001#Pa.s)#are#not#representative#
of# the# majority# of# natural# debris.flow# deposits,# as# there# was# no# grain.size#

















































































(29˚,# 30˚# and# 31˚),# an# analysis# of# the# effect# of# slope# angle# on# key# debris+flow#
behavioural# characteristics# was# undertaken.# Figure# 3.15# shows# the# relationship#
between#average#velocity#within#the#channel#and#maximum#deposit# length.#There#
are# notable# differences# between# the# debris+flow# experiments# conducted# at#
different#slope#angles.#In#general,#increased#slope#angle#tended#to#result#in#greater#
velocities# and# longer# run+out# distances,# and# the#greater# the# velocity,# the#greater#
the#maximum#deposit# length.#However,# there#were#also#considerable#differences#





Figure$ 3.15.# Relationship# between# average# velocity# of# each# debris+flow#
experiment# and# the#maximum# deposit# length.# The# different# experiment# sets# are#
shown# with# a# different# marker.# The# trendline# for# the# whole# dataset# is# shown# in#





The# experiments# carried# out# at# 31˚# show# a# greater# variation# in#maximum#
deposit#length#than#those#carried#out#at#30˚#and#29˚,#with#R2#values#of#0.06,#0.29,#
and# 0.51# respectively.# The# slopes# of# the# relationships# show# that# the# 31˚# slope#
angle#has# the# lowest# rate#of#change#of#deposit# length#as#velocity# increases,#and#
where#the#anomalously#high#runout# lengths#are#excluded#for#the#30̊#runs,#the#29˚#






Flow# depth# does# not# appear# to# correlate# with# slope# angle# or# maximum#
deposit# length:# A# p+value# of# 0.79# for# the# relationship# between# flow# depth# and#
maximum# deposit# length,# signifies# the# relationship# is# not# significant# (a# =# 0.05).#
There# is# also# no#obvious#difference#between# the#debris# flows#which# occurred#at#
different# slope#angles,# so# it# is# unlikely# that# debris# flow#depth#was#a#major# direct#




As# described# in# Chapter# 2,# the# channel# used# for# the# debris+flow# flume#
experiments# in# this# study# was# rigid# and# non+erodible.# Based# on# previous#
experiments# carried#out# by#other# researchers# in# a# small+scale# flume#with#a#non+
erodible# bed# (2#m# long,# and# 0.12#m#wide),# it#was# expected# that# due# to# the# bed#
preventing# erosion# and# infiltration,# the# debris+flow# deposit# will# not# display# grain+




channel#and# the# lobe#(De#Haas#et#al.,#2015).#This# is#due# to# the# influence#of#bed#
erodibility#on#debris+flow#dynamics#(Egashira#et#al.,#2001).##
However,# in# the# experiments# reported# here# there# was# grain+size#
segregation# in# the#majority#of# flows,#with#many#deposits#showing#coarse+grained#
snouts#and#saturated#tails#typical#of#natural#debris#flows#(Figure#3.16).#Therefore,#
given# that# the# presence# of# grain+size# segregation# in# debris+flow# deposits# was#
identified#in#Chapter#1#as#a#key#criteria#for#judging#the#use#of#small+scale#flumes#in#
modelling#debris# flows,# it# can#be#asserted# that# the#debris# flows#produced# in# this#
research#do#show#similar# form#to#that#expected# in#natural#debris# flows.#However,#





















Figure$ 3.16.# Image# of# a# debris# flow# deposit# generated# during# a# rigid+bed#
















































between# clay# content# (%)# and# average# velocity,# maximum# deposit# length,# and#
maximum# deposit# width# are# generally# greater# than# 0.05# (Table# 3.1.).# Therefore,#
the#small#variations# in#mixture#composition#were#not#significant# in# influencing# the#
debris+flow#behaviour,#and#so# reasonable#comparisons#between# the#experiments#
can#be#made.##
There# was# also# variability# in# the# total# volumetric# fraction# of# the# coarser#
grains# in# the# debris+flow#mixtures.# Given# the# increased# importance# of# individual#
grains#in#small#debris#flows#compared#to#large+scale#debris#flows#(de#Haas,#2016),#
it#is#useful#to#consider#the#impact#that#these#differences#may#have#had#on#debris+
flow#dynamics.#Given# that# the#greatest#differences# in# the# large+fractions#were# for#






are# rather# low,# all# three# relationships# shown# in# Figure# 3.17# are# statistically#
significant,# with# p+values# of# 1.26x10+7,# 0.025,# and# 8.55x10+5# for# deposit# length,#
deposit#width,#and#flow#velocity#respectively,#all#considerably# lower# than#the#0.05#























































































































the# standard# mixtures# where# grain+size# fractions# were# kept# constant,# the#










in# the# velocity# graph# as# the# debris# flow# in# one# experiment#was# deposited# in# the#
channel#outside#of# the# field#of#view#of# the#video#camera#so#velocity#could#not#be#
calculated.#
There# is# a# strong# correlation# between# interstitial# fluid# viscosity# and# the#
maximum# runout# length# of# the# debris# flows,# with# runout# length# decreasing# with#
increasing# viscosity.#This# relationship#has#an#R2# value#of# 0.84,# and#a#p+value#of#
0.00019,# so# is# highly# statistically# significant# (a=0.05).# The# relationship# between#


































































































Figure$ 3.18.$ Relationships# between# debris+flow# mixture# viscosity# and# (a)#
maximum# runout# length,# including# the# channel# length,# (b)#maximum# deposit#









Here,# a# comparison# of# results# of# this# study# is# made# with# larger+scale#
experimental#flows#(Iverson#et#al.,#2010),#and#smaller+scale#flows#(de#Haas,#2016).#
In# addition# to# the# assessment# of# morphological# and# behavioural# similarities# of#
these# small+scale# debris# flows# to# large+scale# flows# described# earlier# in# this#
Chapter,# a# comparison# of# dimensionless# numbers# was# used# to# provide# a#
quantitative#analysis#of#debris+flow#scaling#relationships.##
Table#3.2.#shows#the#physical#and#dimensionless#parameters#typically#used#
for# scaling# between# small+scale# experimental# debris# flows# and# debris# flows# of#
different# scales.# This# includes# a# comparison# between# the# values# obtained# from#
Haas’#(2016)#experiments,#which#were#conducted#at#a#miniature#scale#(2#m#flume),#
the# small+scale# experimental# values# from# this# study# (8#m# flume),# the# large+scale#
experimental# values# from# the# USGS# flume# (90# m# flume),# and# values# typical# of#
natural#debris#flows#(de#Haas,#2016).#Table#3.3#shows#that#the#values#of#the#main#
dimensionless# numbers# typically# used# in# scaling# (Bagnold,# Savage,# and#Friction#
numbers,# which# explain# the# ratios# of# forces# acting# to# determine# debris+flow#
behaviour# (Table# 1.2))# are# generally# within# the# range# of# values# expected# for#
natural# debris# flows# for# the# experimental# debris# flows# carried# out# on# the# small+
scale# flume.# # However,# the# Savage# number# was# higher# than# expected# in# some#
cases:#This#tended#to#be#where#shear#rate#was#particularly#high#due#to#high#flow#


























was# less# significant,# with# a# p+value# of# 0.14.# These# results# are# similar# to# those#
produced# in# a# 1.5#m# flume# by#Bettella# et# al.# (2012)#where#Savage# number#was#




to# the# large+scale#USGS#experiments.# # Indeed,#where# the# grain+size:# flow+depth#
ratio# was# over# 0.4,# a# particularly# high# Savage# number# was# produced# in# these#
experiments#(Figure#3.19).#As#Table#3.3#shows,#grain+size:#flow+depth#ratios#in#the#
USGS#debris+flow#experiments#are#much#smaller# than# those#produced#here,#and#

























& # # Physical)Parameters) # #
Typical&grain&diameter& δ#(m)# 0.0005#–#0.002# 0.002#–#0.005# 0.001# 1055#–#10#
Flow&depth& H#(m)# 0.005#–#0.018# 0.008#–#0.03# 0.1# 0.1#–#10#
GrainCsize:depth&ratio& δ/H# 0.1# 0.0650.625# 0.01# #
Flow&velocity& u#(m/s)# 0.9#–#2.9# 0.68#–#5.13# 10# 0.1#–#20#
Flow&shear&rate& γ#(1/s)# 105#–#371# 34#5248# 100# 1#–#100#
Solid&density& ρs#(kg/m3)# ~2650# ~2650# 2700# 2500#–#3000#
Fluid&density& ρf#(kg/m3)# 1000#–#1533# 1290# 1100# 1000#–#2200#
Solid&volume&fraction& vs#(5)# 0.35#–#0.59# 0.56# 0.6# 0.4#–#0.8#
Fluid&volume&fraction& vf#(5)# 0.65#–#0.41# 0.44# 0.4# 0.2#–#0.6#
Fluid&viscosity& µ#(Pa.s)# 0.001#–#0.0035# 0.0025# 0.001# 0.001#–#0.1#
Friction&angle& ɸ#(deg)# ~42# ~42# 40# 25#–#45#
Hydraulic&permeability& k#(m₂)# 1.1x10516#–#2.1x10513# 10511*# 10511# 10513#–#1059#
Hydraulic&diffusivity& D#(m2/s)# 5.8x1059#–#1.2x1051# 5# 1054# 1058#–#1052#
& # # Dimensionless)
Parameters)
# #
Savage&number& NS# 0.17#–#2.25# 0.02#5#239.15# 0.2# 1057#–#100#
Bagnold&number& NB# 37#–#1589# 73#5#19134# 400# 100#–#108#
Friction&number& NF# 141#–#2760# 80#5#4678# 2x103# 100#–#105#
Mass&number& NM# 1.2#–#3.63# 2.24#–#2.99# 4# 1#–#10#
Darcy&number& ND# 3.2x104#–#5.9x107# 2.4x102#–#1.3x104# 6x102# 104#–#108#
Grain&Reynolds&number& NRg# 31#–#504# 31#5#7820# 100# 0.01#–#2#
Reynolds&number& NR# 2.3x104#–#1.4x105# 6.2x104#–#5.1x105# 3x103# <105#




As# slope# has# a#major# influence# on# velocity# (Figure# 3.3),# the# relationships#
between# velocity# and# key# dimensionless# parameters# are# shown# in# Figure# 3.20.#
Average#flow#velocity#has#a#positive#correlation#with#Bagnold#number#and#Savage#
number,# an# inversely# proportional# correlation# with# Friction# number.# These#
relationships#are#as#expected,#based#on#the#calculations#of#the#key#dimensionless#
numbers# (Table#1.2),#as#velocity# is# included# in# the#numerator#of# the#equation# for#
calculating#Bagnold#number#and#Savage#number,#and# in# the#denominator#of# the#
equation# used# to# calculate# Friction# number.# # All# of# these# relationships# are#
statistically# significant,# with# pJvalues# of# 1.03x10J6,# 6.71x10J4,# and# 6.14x10J5#
respectively.#As#such,#velocity,#and# therefore#slope#angle,#has#a#major# influence#
























































































Figure#3.21#shows#the# influence#of# interstitial# fluid#viscosity#on#the#dimensionless#
numbers# used# in# debris# flow# scaling.# There# is# a# statistically# significant# inversely#
proportional#relationship#between#interstitial#fluid#viscosity#and#Bagnold#number#(pJ
value=0.013),# and# a# positive# correlation# between# interstitial# fluid# viscosity# and#
Friction#number#(pJvalue=0.015).#However,#a#similar# relationship# is#not#seen#with#

























































Flow#depth# also# appears# to# exert# significant# control# on# the# dimensionless#
parameters# used# in# debrisJflow# scaling# (Figure# 3.22).# Indeed,# the# inversely#
proportional# relationship#between#flow#depth#and#Bagnold#Number#has#a#pJvalue#
of#6.3x10J7,#well#below#the#value#of#0.05#for#5%#significance.#Similarly,#there#is#an#






























































































Iverson#and#Denlinger# (2001),#Savage#and# Iverson# (2003),#and# Iverson#et#
al.# (2010)# state# that# the#Reynolds# number# (shown# in#Table# 3.3)# can# be# used# to#
demonstrate# the# potentially# problematic# scaleJdependent# aspects# of# debrisJflow#
behaviour# which# make# smallJscale# experiments# unsuitable# for# modelling# debris#
flows.#This#is#due#to#the#amplification#of#viscous#effects#in#smallJscale#debris#flows#
compared#to#large#ones#where#dynamic#viscosity#remains#the#same.#However,#the#
values# for#Reynolds# number# in# these# experiments# are#within# the# range# of# those#
considered#typical#of#natural#debris# flows,#and# in# fact,#are#closer# to# the#prototype#
values#than#the#values#derived#from#largeJscale#USGS#debris#flows#are.###
Furthermore,# the# values# for# dynamic# viscosity# can# be# altered# through#
varying# the# volumetric# fraction# of# clay# used# in# the# interstitial# fluid.# Here,# where#
experiments# were# carried# out# using# dynamic# viscosities# greater# than# that# of# the#




the# influence# of# viscosity# on# debris# flow# dynamics,# as# viscous# effects# are# less#
important# in# lowJviscosity# mixtures.# As# the# same# is# true# for# debris# flows# with# a#
large# value# for# ! "## (see# Table# 1.2)# (de# Haas,# 2016),# using# lowerJviscosity#
mixtures# may# reduce# the# divergence# of# scaleJdependent# behaviour# from# the#
behaviour# of# natural# and# largeJscale# experimental# debris# flows#when# conducting#
smallJscale#experiments.#
The#Savage# number# is# particularly# important# to# consider# in# this# study,# as#
the#smallJscale#debrisJflow#experiments#produced#flows#savage#numbers#2#orders#
of# magnitude# higher# than# that# expected# of# natural# debris# flows# (Table# 3.3).#





collisional# to# frictional# forces# in# a# flow# (Table# 1.2),# the# Savage# number# was#
particularly#high#in#these#experiments#due#to#a#greater#influence#of#friction#in#these#
smallJscale# debrisJflows# compared# with# natural# debrisJflows.# This# is# likely# to# be#
due#to#the#increased#friction#from#the#walls#of#the#channel#in#a#smallJscale#flow,#in#




presented.#The#experimental# results#were#assessed# in# terms#of# behavioural# and#
process#similarities,#morphological#similarities,#and#a#comparison#of#dimensionless#
numbers# in# order# to# provide# an# analysis# of# scaling# relationships# in# channelized#
debris#flows.#The#key#results#from#this#research#are#summarised#below:#




•# The#morphology# of# debrisJflow# deposits# produced# using# the# smallJ
scale# flume#was#more#significantly# influenced#by#small# variations# in#
the# proportion# of# coarse# grains# in# the# debris# flow# mixture# than# by#
small# changes# in# clay# content,# contrary# to# the# expectations# on#
Iverson#(2015)#for#smallJscale#debris#flows.#
•# DebrisJflow#dynamics#are#highly#sensitive#to#small#changes#in#slope#





•# There# is# considerable# intrinsic# variability# in# debrisJflow# behaviour,#
even#where#initial#conditions#are#kept#constant,#as#evidenced#by#the#
variation# in# key#debrisJflow#characteristics# including#velocity,# runout#
distance# and# deposit# morphology,# which# highlights# the# need# for#
repeat#experiments#in#debrisJflow#research.#Here,#10#repeats#of#each#
subset# were# used^# this# would# be# recommended# as# a# minimum#
number#of#repeats#given#the#great#variability#in#form#produced.##
•# Despite# the# smallJscale# flume# experiments# conducted# in# this#




(Bagnold,# Savage,# and# Friction# numbers)# of# the# debrisJflows#
produced# in# these# smallJscale#experiments#are#generally#within# the#












This chapter discusses the results presented in Chapter 3, and provides a 
comparison of the key results to the large-scale USGS flume experiments (Iverson 
et al., 2010). The scaling relationships between small- and large-scale debris flow 
experiments, and ultimately, natural debris flows are discussed in relation to the 
main aims and objectives of the work (Chapter 1).  
4.1. General characteristics of small-scale debris-flow 
experiments 
The experimental debris flows studied in this research, as with many other 
small-scale and large-scale experimental debris flows (Haas, 2016; Iverson et al., 
2010), produced many characteristics which were similar to natural debris flows. 
The debris flows consistently produced coarse-grained snouts and saturated tails, 
and produced flow behaviour such as roll waves (Figure 3.9) which are 
characteristic of natural debris flows. As such, despite the differences which are 
expected to occur on a macroscopic scale (Iverson, 2015), small-scale debris flow 
experiments can be used to replicate some of the key characteristics of natural 
debris flows.  
4.1.1. Initial Sediment Release 
In common with the large-scale experiments documented by Iverson et al. 
(2010), the debris flows produced in this research were initiated in a dam-break-
style release, which inevitably impacted upon the initial flow, as the majority of 
natural debris flows on steep slopes tend to initiate from landslides (Brayshaw and 
Hassan, 2009), from the infiltration of overland flow into loose material which 
becomes fluidised (Coe et al., 2008; Zhuang et al., 2013), or from an increase in 
pore-water pressure as a result of rising groundwater levels (Imaizumi et al., 
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2016).# However,# as# Iverson# et# al.# (2010)# state,# a# dam:break# initiation# was#
necessary# in# order# to# allow# for# repeatability# of# the# experiments,# so# this# is# not# a#
draw:back# associated# exclusively#with# small:scale# experiments.# Further,# Zhuang#
et#al.#(2013)#state#that#dam:break:style#initiations#do#occur#in#some#circumstances,#
although#these#tend#to#be#on#lower#angled#slopes#than#those#tested#here#(typically#
10# ±# 2°).# Dam:break# style# initiations# result# in# rapid# acceleration# of# the# mass#
initially,# compared# with# slower# onsets# which# occur# in# most# natural# debris# flows#
(Iverson#et#al.,#2010).#Given#that#the#type#of#initiation#affects#debris:flow#dynamics#
(Zhuang# et# al.,# 2013),# it# is# suggested# that# the# type# of# initiation# of# debris# flows#
should#be#used#to#inform#hazard#management#practices.#The#influence#of#different#
types# of# initiation# may# therefore# limit# the# use# of# experiments# such# as# the# ones#
conducted#in#this#research,#and#in#the#large#USGS#flume#as#only#a#single#release#
mechanism#is#considered.#Here#though,#the#delivery#channel#of#the#flume#used#in#





debris:flow# experiments# was# the# most# notable# difference# between# the#
experimental#and#natural#debris#flows#impacting#upon#the#flow#dynamics,#as#many#
of# natural# debris# flows# occur# over# erodible# beds# (King,# 1996A# Bovis# and# Jakob,#
1999A# Hungr# et# al.,# 2005A# Han# et# al.,# 2016).# The# experiments# conducted# in# this#
research#were# also# conducted# on# a# rigid# bed,# and#whilst# this# does# impact# upon#
flow#behaviour#as# the#volume#of# the#debris# flows#decrease#as# they# travel#down:




experimental# debris# flows.# Further,# in# the# small:scale# flume# used# here,# a#




small:scale# flume#(50# for# this#study,# including#10# initial#experiments# to#determine#
an#appropriate#mixture#composition,#30#at#3#different#slope#angles# (29˚,#30˚,#and#
31˚),# and# 10# at# different# viscosities),# compared# to# just# 28# experiments# over# 11#
years# in# the# large:scale#USGS# flume#which#provided# the#basis# for# Iverson#et# al.#
(2010)’s# discussion# of# large:scale# flume#modelling.# Therefore,# this# demonstrates#
the#advantage#of# small:scale# flume#debris:flow#experiments#due# to# the# relatively#




The#debris:flow#materials#used# for# the#experiments#varied#due# to# inherent#
variability# of# the# composition,# despite# the# same# measured# quantities# of# each#
material# (gravel,# sand,# and# clay)# being# used# for# each# experiment# (Figure# 3.1).#
Iverson#et#al.#(2010)#found#that#increasing#the#proportion#of#clay#in#the#large:scale#
USGS#experiments#resulted#in#thicker,#shorter#deposits#being#formed.#However,#in#
the# small:scale# experiments# carried# out# in# this# research,# small# variations# in# the#
clay#proportion#of#the#mixture#(<0.0625#mm#(Iverson#et#al.,#2010))#did#not#have#a#
statistically#significant#effect#on#debris#flow#characteristics#(Table#3.1).#Where#the#
mixture# composition# was# kept# the# same# (clay# content# varied# between# 8.47# and#









not# important# in#determining#debris:flow#characteristics#and# the#experiments# can#
be#reliably#compared.##
However,# the#coarse:grained# fraction#of# the#sediment#mixture#varied#more#
greatly# than# the# fine:grained# fraction# (average# coarse:grained# content# of# 51.4# ±#
4.8%# compared# with# 13.6# ±# 2.6%# for# the# fine:grained# fraction).# This# may# be#
important# for# debris# flow# behaviour,# as# in# small# debris:flows# such# as# the# ones#
carried# out# in# this# research,# the# dynamics# of# the# flow# are# more# sensitive# to#
individual# grains# than# in# large# debris# flows# (Davies,# 1993)# due# to# the# increased#
grain:size#to# flow:depth#ratio#(!/H)#(Table#3.2).# Indeed,# the#relationships#between#
the#proportion#of#coarse#grains#(which#were#classified#as#grains#between#8#and#16#
mm#for#the#purpose#of#this#analysis)#and#debris:flow#velocity#and#runout#distance#
were# statistically# significant# (Figure# 3.17).# Therefore,# in# these# small:scale#
experiments,#coarse#grains#can#be#considered#important#in#determining#debris:flow#
behaviour.# This# has# implications# for# the# repeatability# of# such# experiments,#
however,# as# small# changes# in# mixture# composition# can# have# large# impacts# on#







of# the#flows# in# the#USGS#experiments#deviated#further# from#the#ranges#typical#of#
natural# debris:flows# than# the# small:scale# experiments# produced# here# did# (Table#
3.2).#
The# importance# of# the# proportion# of# coarse# grains# in# determining# with#
debris:flow# behaviour# may# be# related# to# the# rheology# of# the# flow:# In# the#
experiments# conducted# in# this# research,# the# average# proportion# of# particles#








Overall,# the# greater# influence# of# coarse:grains# on# debris:flow# behaviour#
compared#to#clay:sized#grains#in#these#experiments#is#important#as#Iverson#(2015)#
argues# that# the# fine:grained# fraction# of# the# debris:flow# mixture# is# most# likely# to#





(Massey,# 1989A# Iverson,# 2015),# whilst# the# coarse:grained# proportion# of# the# flow#






et#al.,#2010),#and#also# to#grain:size#distributions#observed# in#natural#debris# flows#
(Phillips#and#Davies,#1991A#Lowe#and#Guy,#2000).#The#bimodality#index#developed#
by# Wilcock# (1993)# is# used# as# a# measure# of# the# degree# of# bimodality# of# fluvial#
gravels,#B.#Although#not#directly#related#to#debris:flow#composition,#it#can#be#used#
as#a#general#index#of#the#bimodality#of#the#sediment#mixture#here:##
! = #$ #% & ' ($ + (% ########################################[4.1]#
Where# Dc# and# Df# are# the# grain:sizes# of# the# coarse# and# fine# fractions#
respectively# (mm),# and# Fc# and# Ff# are# the# proportions# of# the# coarse# and# fine#
fractions# respectively.# A# high# value# of# B# indicates# greater# bimodality# of# the#
sediment# mixture.# Here,# B# =# 1.79,# based# upon# the# composition# of# the# mixture#
(Figure# 3.1).# This# is# comparable# to# the# bimodality# of# the# USGS# experimental#
mixture#where#B=2.09.#The#similarity#of#the#small:scale#experimental#mixtures#and#
the#USGS#mixture# justifies#the#comparison#between#the#two#sets#of#experiments.#
The# USGS# mixture# was# slightly# more# bimodal# than# the# mixture# used# in# this#
research,#as#although#there#is#a#greater#proportion#of#coarse#grains#in#the#mixture#
used# here,# the# total# fine# grain# proportion# is# greater# in# the#USGS#mixtures.#Both#
mixtures# are# representative# of# natural# debris:flow# mixtures# which# are# typically#
bimodal,# such# as# the# debris:flow# deposits# on# the# South# Dolomite# alluvial# fan,#
California#(Kim#and#Lowe,#2004).##
However,#as#these#calculations#are#based#upon#the#pre:flow#compositions,#
this# is# not# necessarily# representative# of# natural# debris# flows,# as# grain:size#
distribution# analyses# tend# to# be# completed# on# the# debris:flow# deposit,# and# the#
grains# are# thought# to# be# modified# during# the# flow# (Caballero# et# al.,# 2014),# and#
additional#material# is#entrained# from# the#bed# (Berti#et#al.,#1999).#However,#given#
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that# the# length#of# the#debris:flow# flume#was#short,#grain#modification# in# transport#
will#have#been#limited#and#so#the#composition#of#the#debris#flow#deposits#produced#
in# these# experiments# will# have# been# similar# to# the# original# mixture,# therefore#
producing#deposits#of#similar#compositions#to#natural#debris#flows#in#that#they#have#





# There# was# considerable# variation# between# debris:flow# velocities# between#
flows# in# individual# experiment# sets# (Figures# 3.6# and# 3.8).# This# highlights# the#
intrinsic#variability#of#debris:flow#behaviour,#as#each#experiment#within#the#subsets#
had# the# same# initial# conditions.# This# emphasises# the# importance# of# repeat#
experiments# in# experimental# debris:flow# research.# The# first# runs# in# each#
experiment# subset# tended# to# have# lower# average# velocities# than# the# later# runs.#
This# is#because#the#bed#of# the# flume#was#dry# initially,#so# the#pore#pressure# from#
the#debris:flow#mixture#was#transferred#to#the#bed,#increasing#the#effective#friction#
on# the# flow,# and# therefore# reducing# the# velocity# of# the# flow# (Rickenmann# et# al.,#
2003A#Iverson#et#al.,#2011).#The#bed#was#made#wet#by#the#previous#debris#flows#for#
later# runs# in# the# experiment# sets,# which# increased# the# pore:water# pressure# and#
therefore#reduced#the#effective#friction#acting#on#the#flow.#This#is#in#support#of#the#
findings#of#studies#completed#on#natural#debris# flows#whereby# initial#debris# flows#
had# slower# flow# velocities# than# subsequent# ones# (Doyle# et# al.,# 2011).# Thus,# the#
behaviour#of#the#small:scale#debris#flows#conducted#here#can#be#considered#to#be#




The# greater# runout# distances# and# greater# velocities# of# debris:flow#
experiments# carried# out# at# higher# slope# angles# (Figure# 3.5A# Figure# 3.15)#
demonstrate# the# sensitivity# of# debris:flow# behaviour# to# small# changes# in# slope#




m# s:1# and# the# runout# distance# increased# by# an# average# of# 16.35# cm.# In# natural#
debris#flows,#this#increase#in#runout#distance#with#an#increase#in#slope#is#often#due#
to# the# greater# incorporation# of# bed# sediment# in# the# debris# flow# at# steeper# slope#
angles,# as# there# is# a# power:law# relationship# between# debris:flow# volume# and#
runout#distance#(D’Agostino#et#al.,#2010).#This#results#in#a#positive#feedback#effect,#
whereby#an# increase# in# flow#velocity# results# in#greater# erosive#potential,# thereby#
increasing#volume,#which#again#results#in#greater#erosive#potential.#Entrainment#of#
bed# material# is# therefore# increased,# which# increases# the# volume# (and# runout#
distance)#further.#However,#as#the#bed#was#rigid#for#the#experiments#conducted#in#
this#research,#this#effect#was#absent,#and#the#increased#runout#distance#was#likely#
to# be# due# to# the# increased# velocities# at# steeper# slope# angles,# as# observed# in#
previous#studies#(Prochaska#et#al.,#2008A#Xiao:quing#et#al.,#2014A#De#Haas#et#al.,#
2015).##
This# highlights# the# importance#of# bed# conditions# in# influencing#debris:flow#
behaviour.# Indeed,# based# on# experiments# carried# out# using# the# same# mixture#
composition,#and#the#same#flume#as#was#used#in#this#study,#the#average#velocity#











Furthermore,# as# demonstrated# by# the# comparison# of# dimensionless# scaling#
numbers#in#Table#3.3,#the#small:scale#experiments#produced#results#similar#to#both#
the#USGS# large:scale# flume#experiments# and# natural# debris# flows,# so# this# issue#





this# research# suggests# that# the# small:scale# experiments# are# representative# of#
natural# debris# flows,#which# typically# exhibit# unsteady,# surging# behaviour# (Hungr,#
1999).# Roll# waves# occur# where# the# Froude# number# reaches# a# critical# value#






here,# the# Froude# numbers# of# the# flows# were# subcritical# (Pierson,# 1981),# and#




can# result# in# roll:wave# instabilities,# resulting# in# the# critical# Froude# number# being#
exceeded,#and#therefore#resulting#in#surge#behaviour#(Edwards,#2014),#hence#the#
presence# of# roll# waves# in# this# research.# # This# is# in# support# of# previous# studies,#
which# also# find# roll# waves# developing# in# subcritical# flows# (Julien# and# Hartley,#
1986).#The#development#of# roll#waves#has# implications# for#hazard#predictions#as#
surges# pose# great# destructive# potential# due# to# the# increased# impact# forces#
associated#with#them#(Hübl#et#al.,#2009).##
Whilst#surge#behaviour#was#observed#in#the#experiments#(Figure#3.9),#even#
on# long# flumes,# there# is#often# insufficient#distance# for# roll#waves# to# fully#develop#














characteristics# typical# of# natural# debris# flowsA# these# included# coarse:grained#
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snouts# and# lateral#margins,# saturated# tails,# and# channel:length# to# deposit:length#
ratios#similar#to#those#measured#in#large:scale#experimental#debris#flows#which#are#
thought# to# be# representative# of# natural# debris# flows# (Figures# 3.10# and# 3.13)#
(Iverson,#2015).##
The# debris:flow# deposits# produced# in# the# experiments# designed# to#mimic#
those# carried# out# in# the# large:scale# USGS# flume# had# similar# proportions# to# the#
USGS#deposits#in#relation#to#the#width:length#relationships#of#the#deposits,#and#in#
relation# to# the# relative# lengths# of# the# flumes# (the# small:scale# debris# flows# and#
USGS# debris# flows# had# an# average# flume# length# to# deposit# length# ratio# (m)# of#
approximately#8:1.2#and#8.3:1.3,#respectively).#This#is#demonstrated#in#Figure#4.1#
below,# whereby# the# proportions# of# the# deposits# are# similar,# and# both# show#
evidence# of# surging.# Therefore,# as# scaling# down# the# debris# flow# experiments#
produced#debris:flow#deposits#of#similar#proportions,#it#can#be#asserted#that#on#the#

















the# morphological# analysis# (Section# 3.4),# demonstrates# the# similarities# between#
small:scale# experimental# debris# flows# and# natural# debris# flows.# Figure# 3.12#
demonstrates# the# presence# of# lateral# levees# in# the# majority# of# the# debris:flow#
deposits#(with#the#exception#of#deposits#formed#by#the#different#viscosity#mixtures),#
formed#by# the#shouldering#apart#of# the#coarse# flow#front#by# the#saturated#debris:
flow# tail# (Iverson,# 2003).# Given# that# lateral# levees# are# a# key# characteristic# of#
natural#debris#flows#identified#in#Chapter#1,#and#debris:flow#deposits#are#indicative#
of# behaviour# in# the# channel# (Iverson# et# al.,# 2010),# this# suggests# that# the# small:
scale#experimental#debris#flows#produced#here#produce#deposits#representative#of#
natural#debris:flow#deposits.##
However,# not# all# debris# flows# produced# in# this# research# formed# lateral#
levees.#For#example,#the#low:viscosity#mixtures#formed#debris:flow#deposits#which#
appear# to# lack#clear#grain:size#segregation,#and#are#not#representative#of#natural#
debris:flow# deposits# (Figure# 3.12A# Figure# 3.14).# This# is# due# to# a# change# in# the#
rheology# of# the# flow# as# viscosity# is# changed# (Ilstad# et# al.,# 2004).# The#





is# expected# that# variations# in# viscosity# should# result# in# variations# in# debris:flow#
behaviour# and,# as# a# result# of# this,# in# variations# in# deposit# morphology.# This#
highlights# the# sensitivity# of# debris:flow# behaviour# to# small# changes# in# mixture#







The# slope# angle# at# which# debris# flows# occur# has# been# shown# to# have#
important# implications# for# debris:flow# behaviour:# This# is# shown# in# Figure# 3.15#
where#an#increase#in#slope#angle#results#in#higher#velocities#and#greater#maximum#
deposit# lengths.#This#behaviour#is#expected#as#it#emulates#behaviour#observed#in#
research#on#natural#debris# flows#(D’Agostino#et#al.,#2010).#Here,# the#full# range#of#
influence# of# slope# angle# on# debris:flow# behaviour# cannot# be# compared# to# the#
large:scale# USGS# experiments# as# in# those# experiments,# slope# angle# was# kept#
constant# (at# 31˚)# due# to# limitations# in# controlling# initial# boundary# conditions.#
Therefore# it# is#only# the# results#of# the#experiments#conducted#at#31˚# in# the#small:
scale#flume#that#can#be#used#for#comparison.#
The# runout# distances# recorded# for# debris:flow# experiments# in# this# study#
have# a# positive# correlation# with# slope# angle# (Figure# 3.3).# This# relationship# is#
expected,#as#slope#angle#has#previously#been#used#as#a#predictor#of#debris:flow#






be# due# to# the# increased# velocity# associated# with# the# increased# slope# in# these#









Nevertheless,# when# compared# with# predictions# of# runout# previously#
reported,# the# runout#distances# recorded# in# the# rigid:bed#experiments# correspond#
well# with# predicted# runout# distances# in# natural# debris# flows# based# upon# slope#




from# the#midway# point# of# the# slope# and# is# equivalent# to# the# slope# angle# in# this#
case,# seeing# as# the# slope# was# uniform)# :# were# calculated# using# trigonometry#
based#upon#the#flume#length,#flume#slope,#runout#length,#and#runout#slope#(Figure#













were# longer# than# expected# based# upon# extrapolations# made# from# field# data,#
although# the# field# data# was# from# debris# flows# which# occurred# on# lower# slope#
angles#than#were#tested#here#(Prochaska#et#al.,#2008).#Indeed,#they#tended#to#be#
similar,# proportionally,# to# those# conducted# on# larger:scale# flumes,# with# both# the#
small:scale# flume#experiments#carried#out#here#and# the#USGS# large:scale# flume#
experiments# producing# runout# distances# longer# than# predicted# based# on# slope#
Figure# 4.3.# Relationship# between# runout# angles,# α# (degrees),# and# reach# angle,# β#
(degrees).#Data#from#previous#flume#tests#and#field#data#are#shown#(black#markers),#as#
well# as# the# data# from# the#experiments# conducted# in# this# study# (red#markers).#Whilst#
some# of# the# experiments# carried# out# in# this# research# were# carried# out# at# the# same#
slope# angle# as# the# USGS# experiments,# due# to# the# non:uniform# slope# angle# of# the#
USGS#flume,#which#reduces#in#slope#angle#as#the#flow#nears#the#runout#pad,#the#data#















control# on# debris:flow# runout,# and# as# runout# is# a# consideration# for# hazard#
management# (Hungr,# 1995),# the# sensitivity# of# the# flow# to# slope# angle# does#
highlight# a# need# for# variable# slope# angle# experiments,# which# small:scale# flumes#
offer#the#potential#for.##
In# this# study,# the# change# in# velocity# with# slope# angle# was# statistically#
significant#(Figure#3.15).#This#is#due#to#the#increased#gravitational#potential#energy#
of# the# debris:flow# material# on# steeper# slopes# (which# necessarily# have# a# higher#
starting# elevation),# which# results# in# the# ratio# of# resisting# forces# to# driving# force#
(factor# of# safety)# acting#on# the# flow# to#be# smaller# on# steeper# slopes# (McCombie#
and#Wilkinson,#2002):##
12 ∙ 4 ∙ ℎ sin 9 = : + 12 − 1< ∙ 4 ∙ ℎ ∙ cos 9 ∙ tan A################[4.3]#
where#"r# is# the#density# of# the# slope#material# (kg#m:3),#"w# is# pore:water# pressure#
(Pa),#c#is#cohesional#strength#(KPa),#g#is#gravitational#acceleration#(m#s:2),#h#is#the#
depth# of# failure# (m),### is# slope# angle# (°),# and#$# is# a# friction# coefficient# (°).# # This#
highlights# the#utility#of# small:scale# flume#experiments,#where#slope:angle# can#be#
easily# varied,# as# such# sensitivity# to# slope# angle# results# in# significant# variation# in#
debris:flow#behaviour,#which#is#important#to#consider#in#hazard#management.##
There#was#no#clear#correlation#between#slope#angle#of#the#channel#and#the#













of# the# experiments,# in# order# to# test# the# impact# of# fluid# viscosity# on# debris:flow#
behaviour.#Viscosity#has#statistically#significant#relationships#with#some#debris:flow#
characteristics,# including# deposit# length,# deposit# width,# and# debris:flow# velocity,#
which#are#key#indicators#of#debris#flow#behaviour#tested#in#this#study#(Figure#3.18).#
The#morphology#of# the#debris:flows# resulting# from#different#mixture# viscosities# is#
shown# in# Figure# 3.14.# The# deposits# from# the# low:viscosity# mixtures# (below# the#
standard#of# 0.0025#Pa.s#used# in# the#debris:flow#experiments# in# this# study)#were#
longer#and#wider#than#those#produced#from#the#standard#mixture,#and#did#not#form#
coarse:grained# snouts# or# lateral# levees# (Figure# 3.12A# Figure# 3.14).# The# deposits#
from# the# high:viscosity# mixtures# were# shorter# than# the# standard# mixtures,# and#
didn’t# form#lateral# levees#(Figure#3.14).#This# is# likely# to#be#due#to#changes# in# the#
rheology#of#the#flowA#in#both#the#high:#and#low:viscosity#flows,#there#was#no#clear#
difference# in#water:content# in# the#snout#and# tail#of# the# flow,#hence,# there#was#no#




However,# despite# the# lack# of# levee# formation# in# the# high:viscosity# flows,#
grain:size# segregation# was# observed,# suggesting# that# some# aspects# of# natural#








The# statistically# significant# relationship# of# viscosity# with# deposit# width#
(Figure#3.18)# is#particularly#notable,#as#other#predictors,#such#as#slope#angle,#do#
not#have#such#relationships#with#deposit#width.#This#suggests#that#viscosity#is#the#
main# control# on# the# lateral# spreading# of# debris:flow# deposits.# This# supports# the#
results# of# previous# experimental# studies,# whereby# deposit# geometry# was# largely#
determined# by# flow# composition# (de# Haas# et# al.,# 2015).# Indeed,# there# is# also# a#
statistically# significant# relationship# between# the# interstitial# fluid# viscosity# of# the#
debris:flow# mixture# and# Bagnold# number# (Figure# 3.21).# As# Bagnold# number#
describes# the# ratio# of# collisional# forces# to# viscous# forces# (Table# 1.2),# viscosity#
therefore#has#an#influence#on#flow#behaviour,#explaining#the#influence#of#viscosity#
of#deposit#morphology.#The# influence#of# viscosity#on# the# lateral# spreading#of# the#
debris:flow# deposit# can# explained# by# the# following# equation,# assuming# a# simple#
Bingham#model# for# the# rheology# of# the# flow,#which# is# considered# appropriate# to#
describe#the#rheological#behaviour#of#debris:flows#(Enos,#1977):#




Newtonian# viscosity# term#made# up# of# viscosity# and# shear# rate.# The# inclusion# of#
viscosity# in# the# Bingham#model# for# debris:flow# rheology# explains# the# correlation#
between# viscosity# and# deposit# width# in# these# experiments# (Figure# 3.18),# as# the#
rheology#is#directly#related#to#the#viscosity#of#the#flow.##
The# influence# of# viscosity# on# debris:flow# velocity# is# important# here# as#
debris:flow#dynamics#are#shown#to#be#highly#sensitive#to#viscosity.#The#velocity#of#
the# flows# decreased#with# increasing# viscosity# (Figure# 3.8).# This# is# in# contrast# to#
previous# findings# whereby# velocity# was# observed# to# decrease# with# increasing#
grain:size# (Cagnoli# and# Romano,# 2012),# as# here,# the# median# grain:size# of# the#
flows# decreased#with# viscosity.# However,# in# these# experiments,# the# decrease# in#
grain:size#was#due#to#an#increase#in#the#proportion#of#fine#grains#(clay)#in#the#fluid#
portion# of# the# mixtures# as# opposed# to# a# decrease# in# the# proportion# of# coarse:






Flow# depth# is# thought# to# be# a# major# control# on# debris:flow# behaviour# in#
natural#debris#flows#(Densmore#et#al.,#2011A#Cao#et#al.,#2017).#However,#this#is#due#
to#the#correlation#between#local#flow#depth#and#magnitude#of#bed#erosion.#As#such,#
given# that# the# flume#used# in# the#experiments# in# this#study#had#a# rigid#bed,# there#
was# no# erosion,# and# the# increased# runout# distance# of# the# debris# flows# with#






with# deposit# morphology# in# the# small:scale# experiments# carried# out# in# this#
research,# Iverson# et# al.# (2010)# asserts# that# there# is# not# necessarily# a# direct#
relationship# between# form# and# process# in# debris# flow# dynamics.# Therefore,# flow#
depth# may# still# exert# control# on# debris:flow# behaviour# in# these# experiments.##
Indeed,#flow#depth#has#a#statistically#significant#relationship#with#Bagnold#number,#












volume# used# for# each# experiment# was# constant# (0.0092# m3).# Therefore,# this#
represents# a# discrepancy# between# natural# and# small:scale# experimental# debris#
flows.#However,#again,# this# is# likely# to#be#due# to# the# lack#of# incorporation#of#bed#
material# into# these# rigid:bed# debris# flows.# Therefore,# such# behavioural#











by# Iverson# et# al.# (2010)# are# demonstrated# by# the# comparison# of# dimensionless#
parameters# presented# in# Chapter# 3.# The# dimensionless# numbers# describe#




experiments# reported# here,# the# key# dimensionless# parameters# which# describe#
debris:flow#behaviour#(Bagnold#number,#NB,#and#Savage#number,#NS)# tend#to#be#
higher# in# the# small:scale# experiments# than# they# are# in# the# large:scale# USGS#
experiments.#Although# this# is# to#be#expected#due# to# the#shallow#flow#depths#and#
high#velocities#(Haas,#2016),#it#could#be#argued#that#this#poses#an#issue#for#debris:
flow# scaling.# However,# depsite# differing# from# the# USGS# values# for# the# key#
dimensionless#numbers,#the#values#obtained#for#the#debris#flows#completed#in#this#
research#are#generally#within#the#ranges#expected#for#natual#debris#flows.#As#such,#
it# can# be# argued,# on# this# comparision# alone,# that# the# small:scale# flume#
experimental#debris#flows#was#more#representative#of#natural#debris#flows#that#the#
large:scale#USGS#flume#experimental#debris#flows.#
The# Friction# number,# NF,# however,# was# smaller# in# some# of# these#
experiments# than# in# the# large:scale# USGS# experiments# (Table# 3.2).# This# has#
102#
!
important# implications# for# the# comparability# between# debris# flows# of# different#
scales.#Iverson#and#LaHusen#(1993)#state#that#as#
#QR = ST& ' QU QV#############################################[4.6]#
#where# NF>1400,# friction# dominates# viscosity# in# a# debris# flow.# As# this#







The# large# grain:size# to# flow:depth# ratio# identified# in# these# experiments#
(Table# 3.2)# explains# the# larger:than:expected# Savage# number# in# some# of# the#
experiments.# This# highlights# a# potential# scaling# issue# with# small:scale# flume#
debris:flow# experiments,# as# the# Savage# number# describes# the# force:balances#
acting# in# the# flow,#and#so# impacts# the#debris:flow#behaivour.#However,# the# large#
grain:size# to# flow:depth# ratio# used# in# these# experiments# is# actually# typical# of#
natural# debris# flows,# which# often# incorporate# large# boulders# (Takahashi,# 1989).#
The#USGS#debris:flow#mixture#has#a#smaller#maximum#grain:size#proportionally,#
with# gravel:sized# particles# being# used# as# the# maximum# grain:size# in# both# the#
USGS#experiments,#and#the#small:scale#experiments#carried#out#in#this#research.#
As# such,# as# the# USGS# experiments# neglect# to# include# very# large# grains,# which#
have#important#influences#on#debris:flow#behaviour#(Davies,#1993),#the#small:scale#
experiments#conducted#here#may#in#fact#be#more#representative#of#natural#debris:




large# grains# in# experimental# debris:flows# is# important# if# they# are# to# be# used# to#
inform#models#for#hazard#management.##
An#analysis#of#the#relationship#between#debris:flow#volume#and#area#based#
on# worldwide# data# from# natural# debris# flows# shows# a# power:law# relationship,#
whereby# the# area# of# inundation# increases# linearly# with# debris:flow# volume# on# a#
logarithmic#scale#(Griswold#and#Iverson,#2008).#This#relationship#is#also#present#in#
the#debris#flows#conducted#at#a#smaller#scale#(de#Haas#et#al.,#2015),#and#whilst#the#
initial#debris# flow#volume#was#kept#constant# in# this#study,# the#average# inundated#
area# for# debris# flows# conducted# is# consistent# with# this# relationship# (Figure# 4.4).#
This#suggests#that#the#scale#at#which#debris:flow#experiments#are#conducted#does#
not#affect# the# representativeness#of#all# aspects#of#debris:flow#behaviour.#Such#a#
relationship# is# important# given# the# use# of# power:law# relationships# in# hazard#
prediction# (Bovis# and# Jakob,# 1999A# Dai# and# Lee,# 2001A# Griswold# and# Iverson,#
2008A#Li#et#al.,#2011A#Reid#et#al.,#2016),#and#suggests#that#small:scale#experiments#

























A# summary# of# the# key# results# from# the# experiments# which# show# the#
similarity#of# these#small:scale#experimental#debris# flows#to# the# large:scale#USGS#
flows# and,# crucially,# to# natural# debris:flows# is# shown# in# Table# 4.1.# This#
demonstrates# that# not# only# are# small:scale# experimental# debris# flows#
representative#of#the#natural#debris#flows#which#they#are#intended#to#replicate,#but#




Figure# 4.4.# Relationship# between# debris# flow# volume# and# area# inundated# in#










Table# 4.1.# Summary# of# the# key# characteristics# of# debris# flows# from# the# data#











Velocity#(m#s51)# 0.68#–#5.13# 10# 0.1#–#20#
Depth#(m)# 0.008#–#0.03# 0.1# 0.1#–#10#
Bagnold#Number# 73#:#19134# 400# 100#–#108#
Savage#Number# 0.02#:#239.15# 0.2# 10:7#–#100#
Friction#Number# 80#:#4678# 2x103# 100#–#105#
!
# Overall,# whilst# there# are# scaling# issues# associated# with# debris:flow#
experiments#carried#out# in#small:scale# flumes,# they#are#still#useful# in#progressing#
debris:flow#research.#Small#flumes#allow#for#a#greater#range#of#experiments#to#be##
conducted#in#which#key#variables#can#be#varied#(e.g.#slope##angle#and#debris:flow#
composition).# Varying# thse# parameters# allows# for# both# geotechnical/rheological#
and# morphological# scalling# relationships# # to# be# # better# analysed# in# a# # broader#
experimental# framework.# Indeed,# several# of# the# dimensionless# numbers# for# the#
debris#flows#carried#out#in#this#research#are#closer#to#the#typical#values#of#natural#
debris# flows# than# the# large:scale#USGS#values#are.#Furthermore,# the#use#of# the#
small:scale# flume# in# these# experiments# yielded# results# similar# to# large:scale#




This! research! has! been! designed! to! demonstrate,! for! the! first! time,! scaling!
differences! between! small8scale! and! large8scale! laboratory! debris! flows.! The!
flexibility!of!small8scale!experiments!in!comparison!to!large8scale!ones!(using!the!
large8scale!USGS! flume! experiments! (Iverson! et! al.,! 2010)! for! comparison)! has!
also! been! demonstrated.! Examples! are! the! influence! of! slope! on! debris8flow!
behaviour,!which!cannot!be!tested!on!the!USGS!flume,!and!the!greater!number!of!
experiments! that! can! be! carried! out! in! a! much! shorter! period! of! time! when!
compared!to!large8scale!experiments!e.g.!it!is!possible!to!run!c.50!experiments!in!
the!small!scale!flume!compared!to!a!single!experiment!at!larger!scale.!However,!to!
realise! these! benefits! it! is! important! that! the! behaviour! in! both! small! and! large!
scale! experiments! reproduces! actual! (prototype)! debris! flow! behaviour.! The!
specific!conclusions!of!this!research!are!as!follows:!
•! For! the! same! initial! boundary! conditions! there! is! intrinsic! variability!
associated! with! debris8flow! behaviour.! For! debris! flows! which! occurred!
under! the! same! initial! conditions! (including! slope! angle,! mixture!




•! Where! the!debris8flow!mixture!was! kept! the! same,! the! small! variations! in!
the!proportion!of!coarse!grains! in! the!debris8flow!mixture!was! found! to!be!
more! significant! in! influencing! the! behaviour! of! the! debris! flows! than! the!
small! variations! in! the! proportion! of! fine! grains! in! the! mixture.! The!
proportion!of!coarse!grains! in! the!mixture!showed!significant! relationships!
(less! than! the! common! alpha! level)! with! key! behavioural! indicators!




•! The! relative! composition! of! the! debris8flow! mixtures! used! here! was!
representative!of!natural! flows,!despite!being!scaled!down.!The!bimodality!
index! of! the! mixture! was! also! similar! to! that! of! the! USGS!mixture! (1.79!
compared! to! 2.09),! justifying! the! comparison! between! the! two! sets! of!
experiments,! as! the! index! is! dimensionless! so! is! irrespective! of! scale.!
Bimodal! grain8size! distributions! are! typical! of! natural! debris! flows,! so! the!
small8scale!debris!flows!can!be!considered!representative!of!the!prototype.!
•! The!data!generated!from!the!experiments!conducted!in!this!study!compares!
well!with! the! large8scale!USGS!experiments!documented!by! Iverson!et!al.!
(2010),! and! with! natural! debris! flows.! Roll! waves! were! observed! in! the!
small8scale! experiments,! and!with! the! exception! of! the! very! low! viscosity!




Small! adjustments! in! slope! results! in! significant! changes! in! debris8flow!!
behaviour!whish!!highlights!the!need!for!variable!slope!angle!experiments!in!
debris8flow! research,! and! therefore! emphasises! an! advantage! of! using!
small8scale! flumes!over! large8scale!ones,!where!slope!angle! is! fixed.!This!
has!implications!for!numerical!modelling,!as!it!requires!slope!to!be!reported!
much!more!precisely!than!to!two!significant!figures.!
•! The! runout! lengths! generated! in! these! experiments! were! greater! than!
predicted! for! the! slope! angle! at! which! they!were! carried! out! based! upon!
predictions!from!natural!debris!flows!but!they!are!similar!to!those!generated!




•! Where! debris8flow!mixtures! of! different! compositions!were! tested,! debris8
flow!behaviour!was!highly!sensitive!to!changes!in!viscosity,!with!changes!in!
the!interstitial!fluid!viscosity!being!sufficient!to!influence!the!rheology!of!the!
flow,! resulting! in! a! lack! of! levee! formation! in! debris8flow! deposits! when!
viscosity!was!altered!by!±!0.002!Pa.s.!
•! The! key! dimensionless! numbers! for! assessing! scaling! relationships!
(Bagnold!number,!Savage!number,!and!Friction!number)!calculated!for!the!
small8scale!debris! flows! in! this! research!were!within! the! ranges!expected!
for!natural!debris!flows.!
•! There! was! a! greater! grain8size! to! flow8depth! ratio! in! the! small8scale!
experiments! than! in! the! large8scale! USGS! experiments! (average! of! 0.23!
compared! to! 0.10)! ,! and! although! this! resulted! in! the! Savage! number! of!
some!experiments!exceeding!values!expected!of!natural!flows,!this!is!in!fact!
more! representative! of! natural! debris8flow! compositions! which! typically!
incorporate!large!boulders.!!
The! small8scale! flume! debris8flow! experiments! carried! out! here! produced!
results!similar!to!both!the!large8scale!USGS!results,!and!crucially,!to!natural!debris!
flows.!The!intrinsic!variability!of!debris8flow!behaviour!identified!here!raises!issues!
for! hazard! management! of! natural! debris! flows,! as! it! suggests! that! the! initial!
conditions! of! a! slope! are! not! enough! to! make! accurate! predictions! of! runout!
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